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THE elephants represented in these engravings (which

are frow

sketches

by Mrs. Brackenbury, of Trimul-

herry, Deecan, India) belong to the Heavy Battery,
underabad, Decean.
In the first sketch they are
being washed at a trough in their barracks, where they
also drink.
They much enjoy
the operation, lying
down in any
ition to suit the convenience of their
attendant.
e rubs their hides with a piece of stone,
and, should it slip out of his hand, they politely
pick
it up with their trunks and restore it to him.
hey
also nee their trunks to dash water over themselves,
and can hit off any part of their bodies with great exactitude.
These are all female elephants, as they are
more tractable than males.
In the second sketch the elephants are formed up in
row, waiting for their breakfast.
Every elephant has
five bundles of straw, each containing two pounds of
raw rice, laid in front of her; and they are not allowed
to take it up for themselves, as they usually spill some
of the rice.
When the word “feed”
is given, each animal raises its trunk.
The mahout then picks upa
bundle and puts it into the animal’s mouth.
After the
feed they march back in line to the stables, where they
remain for the rest of the day, with some sugar cane
and coarse grass as a second course.—
Graphic.
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* About Ocala,southward and southwestward, is a
* eoprolite beds,” formed in a similar manner by the
great warine reptiles of the Jurassic time.
These de- belt of ‘ hammock’ land, where an earthy, partly disits have yielded thousands of tons per year, in Sufolk and Cambridgeshire, and are extensively and regularly worked like mines in many parts of the Continent from Spain to Russia.
In our own country we have, besides the Laurentian
to Florida, and belonging to the early and middle Ter-

tiary.

The most important are the beds of the Ashley

Outside of this Ashley-Cooper region in South Caroexcitement and activity similar to the “ gold fever” of
8s have not been discovered in
a newly opened mining region. Prospectors are every- |lina, the phosphate
yaying quantities, save at a few points in North Carowhere, boring into the soil ; capitalists from the North
j
In
some
of
the
southern
counties of that State
are seeking favorable openings from point to point;|
become valuable in years to
the local press is wildly excited; and the native |the yield may yy
come,
when
the
South
Carolina
beds begin to be ex* eracker ” occupants are suddenly aroused by a rise of |
value in their barren little holdings, that turns their} hausted.
After these preliminary references to other phosheads with undreamed of wealth.
One poor man, at
least, has become actually insane at realizing $3800 for phatic deposits, especially those near Charleston, I
proceed
to describe the newly opened Florida beds,
an option on his land, when probably he had never
which form the proper subject of this paper.
These
before seen such a thing as a twenty dollar note.
are
of
two
kinds, one closely resembling those of CaroAs regards phosphate deposits in general, we may
first glance at the two extremes of their occurrence.
In| lina, both in character and occurrence, and the other
the oldest rocks of the continent—the Archwan of entirely different.
In southern and western Florida we find a rather low
Canada—we
have the crystalline phosphate of lime
(apatite) in large amount; while at the present time} region, nowhere exceeding 260 feet of elevation above
tide.
In crossing the State from Fernandina to Cedar
there are still forming extensive deposits of bird ma-|
nure (guano) on many islands like the Chinchas, ete. | Keys, following the railway survey in a direction N.E.
Between these extreines of age and of condition, there| to S.W., we pass over an alternation of valleys and
is every possible intermediate grade. On rocky islands| ridges—the latter sandy, and known as ‘ pine lands;”
like those off the arid coast of Peru, where rain is slight | the former swampy, and called * hammock lands.”
and rare, only fermentation occurs, and the phospho- | The elevations vary greatly along this line of section,
ric acid is largely soluble, and combined mechanically from 20 feet to over 200; the average, in Marion County,
with organic salts, urates, and oxalates.
But when | being about 80 feet above mean low water.
Little attention has heretofore been
paid to the geoformed within the rain belt, and constantly subject to
its influence, the soluble compounds, including ammo- | logy of Florida, as it was not sunaabedt thes valuable
When

this| deposits of any kind existed there.

Up to 1881, the

published upon
has occurred on limestone or coral islands, a third type | best summary of what was known or
Eugene A. Smith
of material t—
~ by the action of these leached | the subject was that cow piled by Prof.
After collecting and comparing the
out compounds on the carbonate of lime, altering it to of Alabama.*
phosphate, as on Aruba and Sombrero.
If there is| facts and views given by a number of geologists who
much iron or alumina present, the less desirable phos- have written more or less upon portions of the State,
Prof. Smith goes on to say:
‘* From specimens collectphates of those bases may be similarly formed.
distant
from each other,
As to the rate at which bird guano is accumulated— ed by me at points widely
quoted above, and
which is the main source of the tropical phosphate from the observations of others as
from
the
evidence
derived
from
other
sourees, I am
beds of recent geological time—the following very defi-

nite evidence is of interest.

I was personally acquaint-

brought to the conclusion that almost the whole State

ed with an intelligent captain who was sent to a coral of Florida, from the Perdido River on the west, eastisland in the South Pacific for a cargo of guano.
The ward and southward, including the middle and westisland was uninhabited, and the birds were there in ern parts of the peninsula, certainly as far south as
countless swarms.
The same captain had been there the latitude of Charlotte Harbor, has for its underlytwenty years before and the place had been unvisited ing formation the white or Orbitoides limestone of
since that time. On this former trip, his men had built Vicksburg age, the exceptions as yet known being the
a hut of coral rock, after clearing off a space for it, and Post-Pliocene or recent limestones forming the Keys
covered it with a piece of sail, as a shelter during their and the immediate coast along the western, southern,
stay.
On leaving, they took away the sail and left the and eastern shores, and isolated patches, if not a continuous belt, of Miocene limestone between the St.
** hypethral” hut with its board flooring.
On returning after twenty years, the fresh deposit had accumu- John’s River and the elevated table lands westward.
In many places near the coast in Wakulla Countya
lated within the hut meow of twenty inches—showing a rate of about one inch per annum— while the un- very fine pulverized mari is mingled with the sand, imderlying coral limestone was altered to phosphate for parting to it a great degree of fertility; this is the
—~ feet, gradually passing into carbonate in going ‘Gulf Hammock’ land of which much has been written.
From inquiries and from the observations of
own,
At some points, especially in caverns (as e. g. in Conrad and others, I learn that these hammocks exist
all
along
the coast from Wakulla through Taylor,
Cuba), bat guano accumulates to a degree sufficient to

become valuable in commeree.

This material is easily

integrated limestone mingles with the surface soil. Ref.
erence to tables of elevations will show that this hammoek land is 60 feet higher than the sandy plain of

Ocala. My own observations in the interior confirm
the statement of Conrad, with reference to the Gulf
apatite before referred to, a series of phosphatic marlis coast near Tawpa, that the Tertiary limestone is cerextending along the seaboard region from New Jersey tain to be the substratum of all the ‘hammock’ land.

and Cooper river region in South Carolina, which are
different from any others previously known.
They
were discovered in 1867, just after the war, and have
been a priceless boon to the State and to the country,
aiding greatly in restoring the waste and desolation
wrought by the war, both by fertilizing the sandy lands
of the whole Southern coast region and by furnishing
a most important and profitable industry ip mining,
preparing, and shipping the material.
Their use is
extending over the entire United States, and the demand seems alinost unlimited.
The
phosphate rock” had been observed, and to
some extent
nized in its character, years before.
But much of the land underneath which it lies is extremely barren, and perhaps for this reason the material was not considered of any especial value.
I have
myself analyzed soils that contain phosphoric acid up
to six Pan! cent., but so lacking in other elements of
THE LADY CRICKETERS.
plant food as to be wholly barren.
Upon such lands it
THE cricket season of this summer is enlivened by a was that Ravenel discovered the method of producing
yield by planting green crops and then
social novelty which may in some degree ‘be illustrative an abundant
of the disputed notion that women can, may, and will * plowing under "—thns furnishing the organic matedo everything quite as well as men.
If they can play rial necessary to act on the insoluble phosphates.
These beds are a wonderfui. repository of fossil relawn tennis, it was argued, why not cricket?
This experiment is being tried, for the first time with a full mains. They consist largely of the so-called ‘‘ nodules”
field, not by lady amateurs, but in the public perform- of phosphate rock, varying in size from a few willimeances of a professional co:npany, numbering some five- ters to large inasses ; and intermingling with these, but
and-twenty fair experts in batting and bowling, organ- not included in them, are quantities of bones and teeth
ized last winter by Mr. Michel, and privately trained, of vertebrate animals—sharks of great size, manatee,
for some time, on a covered ground spread with cocoa- horse, elephant, ete.— representing various periods from
The nodules connut matting, before the season alluwed thein to prove the Eocene to the Pliocene Tertiary.
their skill on the grassy turf.
Having received careful tain casts of fossil shells, but none of these vertebrate
The
question of the manner in which these
instruction.from Matthews and other players of repute, remains.
they seem to understand the game, and are resolved to beds originated is one of great geological interest ; but
doallthey know.
Their costume is effective and work- this is not the time for its discussion.
During the past year (1889) it, is reported that the
manlike—a loose skirt of white flannel, with a sailor
collar, opening in front to show a je ey on which are amount taken out by the several companies operating
embroidered the letters ‘‘O. E. L. C.,” and a short skirt in South Carolina was over 423,000 tons, and the diviof the same material terminating just below the knees; dends paid wore than $400,000—that is, nearly one dolstockings and sash in accordance with the colors of lar per ton. About one-half of this output was exporttheir side, and a white cap with a similar bow above ed to points on the coast—to Baltimore, Philadelphia,
the peak.
The feet are encased in ordinary lace-up Richmond, and New York, in the order named—about
cricketing boots. The rival teams are known as“ Reds ” one-third sent abroad, and the rest manufactured into
and “ Blues,” the players having
their pretty costumes fertilizers at Charleston, or to a small extent sent into
of white flannel trimmed with the representative color the interior for treatment.
The material is divided into “land rock” and “ river
of their side. The “‘ Blues,” captained by Miss Stanley, usually play against Miss Violet Westbrook and rock "—the former light colored and dry, the latter
dark and needing to be kiln dried before shipment.
the ‘ Reds.”—Jllustrated London News.
The first is dug from the ground by pitting and trenching: the second is dredged from the rivers that cut
through the strata of the
i
he nodules and fosTHE NEWLY DISCOVERED PHOSPHATE BEDS
sils, ina rolled and waterworn
condition, atcumulating
OF FLORIDA.*
in the beds of the streams.
So great is the demand
By Dr. ALBERT R. LeEDoUX.
that during the year past the price of both kinds has
Tue discovery of widely distributed beds of phos- | steadily risen, averaging about $6 per ton at the beginphates in western Florida has of late produced a local ning of 1888 and approaching $7 at its close.

nia and phosphoric acid, are leached out.

Jury 12, 1890.

At Rock

Spring, however, there is a bluff of limestone

some 10 feet in height, and from this I was able to collect a number of fossils. They were submitted to Mr.
Heilprin, who determined among them the following
species: Pecten madisonius, Venus alveata, Cardita

granulata, Carditamera arata, Mytiloconcha incurva ;
doubtful were also Cardium sublineatum and Oliva
litterata. This would make the limestone of Miocene
age, as Mr. Heilprin states his belief that no Vicksburg
species are associated with the shells enumerated.
|
do not know that Miocene limestone has been observed elsewhere in the State, but it seems probable that
it will, upon examination, be found either in isolated
tehes or forming a continuous belt between the Post-

liocene deposits toward

the

country westward, which
Vicksburg limestone.”

After the above

has

east and the elevated
a substratum

observations Prof. Smith

of

the

summar-

izes as follows (which I condense):
““(Ist) The Vicksburg limestone is the oldest rock in
Florida, and therefore the State was still submerged
until near the end of the Eocene period.
(2d) After the
deposition of the Vicksburg limestone (upper Eocene),

Florida was elevated to its present level above the sea.

(8d and 4th) After the Miocene submergence: there was
another elevation of Florida, followed (5th and 6th)
by a submergence during the Champlain period, and
then an emergence which
brought about the present
topography and elevations, substantially.”

e may limit our diseussions of the new phosphate

beds to the western counties, though rearrangement
and restatement may at any time be rendered necessary
by further discoveries.
But for the present we

will consider only the region of the Gulf counties south
of Wakulla and north of Tampa. There appears to
be a concentration also toward a central area. indicat-

ed by a circle of some 15 miles radius around the town
of
Hernando, in Citrus County.
The Withlacoochee
River crosses this circle from 8. E to N. W., and within
its limits are the towns of Dunellen on the north and
Floral City on the south.
Of course, wherever such a
line is drawn, I am compelled to exclade some good
localities that lie beyond it, and to ineur the wrath of
speculators and boomers elsewhere.
But this statement merely indicates the center of the region, while
there are important deposits over an extensive area of
the State beyond this limit.
The first kind of phosphate beds above mentioned
—similar to those near Charleston, in appearance,
composition, and occurrence—have long been known,
but have attracted little attention.
Some years ago

the occurrence of nodules and fossil bones in the outlets of creeks on

the west coast had

been

officers of the United States Coast gy
mens of them are in the Smithsonian

reported

by

ine speciInstitution at

Washington, and they were also exhibited at the SubTropical Exposition at Jacksonville.
More than ten
years since, attempts were made to work these deposits

at several

points.

The process is simple, and at the

works of the De Soto Mining Company, at Peace River,
is substantially as follows:
A centrifugal dredge is
anchored in the river, and the sand and pebbles taken
from the bottom discharged into a revolving screen.
The sand washes through, and the pebbles, which are
——
phosphate nodules, are delivered into barges
and taken to the works to be dried and shipped.
The
company’s storage capacity here is 1,500 tons.
The
material seems to be redeposited by the river almost
as fast as removed.
This is probably due simply toa
constant washing away of the fine sand, whereby the
nodules are continually re-exposed.
As compared with

the

Carolina

phosphates,

however,

the

simall size

of the nodules, and the vonsequently higher cost of
working, seemed to preclude the idea of any very forwmidable rivalry on the part of these Florida deposits.

Until within a few months these were the only kind

of phosphate beds known in Florida, and were not considered of great importance; but in the fall of 1889 an
entirely different material, but of great promise as a
fertilizer, was discovered.
An orange grower near Ocala, possessed of more curia than others around him, sent to a chemist for
analysis a specimen of a white subsoil material occurring in his grove.
It was familiar to every one in the
region, but was supposed to be only limestone, for it
had been found in all the wells in the neighborhood.

The chemist reported that it was 80 per cent phosphate

of lime.
The secret got out, and then the excitement
began.
It may be said now, in all seriousness, that
there is more danger that too much phosphate has

been discovered than too little, and that a reaction will
take place which may maintain values below the cost
of Florida production for a while. Yet the world will
take it all, and
market.

there is really to-day

In the area described at the

a scarcity in the

inningof my

remarks,

covering Citrus, Marion, and
Hernando.
Counties, it
seems that almost anywhere a pit or auger will reveal
phosphate.
In no opening that I visited in this section
did I find it wholly absent.
The very soi) in some of

the hammock
is impregnated with it, as in South
Carolina, while the ground around old wells and cis-

terns reveals its presence.

»

Outside of this region, as already said, both

north,

south, and west, there are undoubtedly large deposits
whose extent and grade are as yet undetermined. They
lie in lenticular beds upon the limestone—or lime car-

bonate, as it might better be termed, as it is rarely
hard enough to be called a rock—and are covered by
the sandy soil and clay subsoil, rarely cropping out at
the surface. A valuable indication to me of their existence beneath the surface was ap examination of the
ant hills and gopher holes upon the tract.

The

earth

pa thrown up by the former was interspersed with swall
whitish grains. These were found to be phosphate,
and on digging or boring in the vicinity t
posit
from various sources it seems almost. certain that the would be disclosed. A handful of sand from an ant
marls of the Gulf Hammocks in the other counties hill, sabmitted to analysis, showed the presence of
about five per cent. of phosphate. The material occuTs
named are of the same geological
age.
at various depths below the surface, from two feet '0
Lafayette,

Levy, and

Hillsboro

Counties

to

This mari is alsoof Vicksburg age where I have
recognized by containing quantities of undigested horny Bay.
wings, and other hard parts, of insects.
Seal guano is examined it, and from deseriptions which I have had

ane known on some coaste,
modern.
In the Mesozoic

All these are geologically

era, abroad, we find the remarkable

* Read before the Academy of Sciences, New York.

* Amer. Jounal
of Seience, vol, xxi,

ten or twelve,

In sinkinga pit, it is sometimes difll-
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o tell where the clay endsand the phosphate be- culty which will be experienced on all low grounds,
they shade into each other, at times gradually; from water, many of this class will be —
difficult to work. But on the pine ridges which constiat other times the clay is entirely absent, the sand bejag the only thing between the surface and the valua- tute the greater area in Citrus County, this diffieulty
not be encountered, especially because it seems
ble mineral. When wet they are dark or light ellow, will
but usually a dazzling white when dry. The thickness necessary to go through the compact phosphate mate_

in- rial to strike water, and above this point, I believe,
of the beds is very variable, and there is nothing to
or it only surface water will have to be contended with.
dicate it on the surface ; it may bea few inches,
Among these pine ridges in the vicinity of Floral
A surface
may be 10, 12 or 16 feet of solid phosphate.

indieation that is considered of value by some experts
is the presence of masses of flint or silicious rock pro

truding from the soil, which seem to have nes
the
when the influences were at work which c
carbonate of lime into phosphate, as has undoubted!

City

are many localities which have been carefully ex-

As said, the phosphate proper varies in color from a
dazzling white (when dried) to cream color.
Professor

W. P. Frost, of Savannah, to whose

publication I am

indebted for a description of the Dunellen field, which

I did not visit, states in regard to the quantity: “I
myself saw an auger bored sixteen feet into this stuff

without going through it. It remained of the same
smooth and free
throughout—perfectly
consistence
from grit. It wasasolid bank of ees
sixteen
feet thick to my certain knowledge,
how much thicker
I do not know, but the natives, whoare ignorant men,
not knowing the value of the material, testified that
they had seen wells dug sixty feet through this mateProfessor Frost, in
rial . to reach water-bearing strata.”

bone

from

State chemist, I examined these with considerable care,
and the result will serve asa type of other lands ia
the vicinity. - The tracts were rolling and consisted
together of about 100 acres of sandy pine land, having
some fifteen or twenty acres in
productive orange
groves.
They had been Gevelsged by pits sunk at
irregular distances in a zigzag manner across the field,
being distant respectively from each other 138 yards,
226 yards, 98 yards, 84 yards, 60 yards, and 126 yards.
They had all gone down until the phosphate was. ex-

posed, or until the owner

that over

ral, which occurs in ridges and pockets, running by his
analyses from fifty to sixty-five per cent. and averag-

ing between fifty-five and sixty per cent.

new

phosphate has reached

been

shipped to Atlanta and elsewhere.

Much of this

the more Northern

mills,

and is being experimented with—several tons having

of the land

became

by

An analysisof the Peace River
phosphate obtained
river
dredging, in samples submitted to me, and

which are shown

here, gave in the coarser particles

58°42 per cent. of bone
phosphate, and in the finer 60°38
per cent.
In the samples from the Hawkins property
spoken of, the percentage of oxide of iron and alumina

varied from 5 per cent. as a minimum up

to 10 percent.

these Florida beds, and yet ia practical working it was
found that in spite of these elements the other difficulties usual in such cases were not encountered, and the

rock dried
treatment.

out

fairly well and

did not “ revert” after

Professor Frost, above quoted,

called attention

to

this fact, and says : ‘‘I can only account for these injurious constituents not acting in their usual way by
supposing that the presence of lime counteracts their

presence.”

I venture with some hesitation, in the ab-

sence of any thorough investigation, to say that from
reliminary tests I think another explanation possible.

ides the phosphate of lime, there is in all the samples a certain amount of carbonate rock, in the rich
dis- specimens very little nore than in the South Carolina,

couraged at his supposed inability to findit.
I may
say here that with-the eye alone the most experienced
chemist, unless his experience has been obtained in

LADY
speaking of the area at Dunellen, estimates

ulK:

asamaximum.
Ina sample from the
hammock land,
the maximum (1544 per cent.) of oxide of iron and alumiphosphate, the latter being
a pure white article na was found.
e presence of iron and alumina,so
the bottom of a well, which it was stated, and I dreaded by many of our American fertilizer mwanufacno reason to doubt the statement, was at that turers, was detected very early in the examivation of

~is

3,009 (out of 13,000) acres are underlaid with the mine-

detached
if thrown on one side in digging and
sa Ag on the other, will nearly equa! the latter in

amined by others,and from which I procured specimens containing from sixty to eighty-five
per cent. of

8 have
is sometimes also defined by curious bowlders and time thirteen feet deep in solid phosphate.
Near Floral City were two properties (among mony)
masses of a hard phosphate rock, white or yellowish
Hawkins, of Raleigh, N.
C.
white, which has withstood weathering remarkably, controlled by Mr. Collin M.
In
company with Dr. H. B. Battle, the North Carolina
—
and which is quite rich in phosphate.
been the case. The area of some of the phosphate

12105

and also
a good deal of sand or matter insoluble in
dilute hydrochloric acid.
An examination of this lat-

ter shows the presence of considerable clay.

As all of

=

CRICKETERS,

LONDON.

Florida, and that within sixty days, is utterly at’a loss, the phosphate is readily soluble in dilute acid, while
and his judgment no better than that of the average
*‘cracker.”
I could not tell by the eye the difference

the clay and silica are not, I am led to believe that
perhaps the phospboric acid is practically all combined

phate, nor between the calcareous clay and the cream
colored phosphate, and was much‘ surprised at finding large percentages of phosphate in samples from
pits which I had set down in my memoranda as not

this fact may have been overlooked by chemists, who
have simply determined the total amount of phosphoric acid, silica, alumina, and iron, regardless of their
combination.

eoneurred) showed by analysis over 61 per cent. of bone
peserente. The samples from the seven pits above
ndicated yielded respectively about 61, 58, 62, 69 (another ** poor specimen ”’), 50, 32, and 41 per cent.

ous body
by being of very high
grade. The specimens
gathered showed respectively 74°32 per cent. and 71°69
per cent. of bone phosphate.
In closing, I desire to call attention to the fact that
in the present stage of developments there is yet great
uncertainty ; that I have personally exawi
but one
part of the field, and that somewhat su
, but
believe that the facts here stated, which have been ob-

between

the carbonate

of lime and the white phos-

with lime, and not with iron and alumina, and that

It is the policy of those who are securing land—and affording any
The nodules in the hammock district, which I anapromise.
A sawple from pit No. 2,
Dr. Battle as a poor specimen (in which I lyzed, roy& compensate for their not being a continueverybody in Florida seems to be of this class—not to marked by
prospect too much or commence shipments until the
have gotten all that could be obtained.
Dr. C
;
Shepherd, of Charleston, the leading expert on phosphates in this country, has established a laboratory at
Ocala, and with guides, tents, and horses is swinging
round my imaginary circle, with headquarters near
Floral City when I was there.

In what was said above, I have depended largely on

reliable information, especially as to the more southern
and northern sections of the phosphate area.
My own

There had been other pits on this property, just over

the line, opened by previous prospectors before the
property came under the coutrol of Mr. Hawkins,
which had been carefully
filled up before they left.
These were not reopened
duringmy stay, but specimens picked up on the surface showed
64°85
per cent. of
bone
phosphate, 67°59 per cent. and 64°59 per cent.
In
one pit, situated upon a rise of ground, and which did

observation was made in the area lying between the
Withlacoochee River and two large lakes upon which
on situated the towns of Thompkinsville and Floral not strike the phosphate until some 12 feet below the
ity. At the orange grove of
Dr. Hawkins, a mile surface, an auger was run down toa we
of between
southeast of Ratland Post Office, on the river, the sur- two and three feet, and the boring yielded 50 per cent.
ms bowlders showed the existence of phosphate, and of bone
e; as the auger had no handle, we
; Was apparent in the cistern which was being
en- could not go
per.
arged.
On the adjoining plantation, in the midst of PPpe nn we= ne of these proveutien, sieaned. fest.
an orange grove, several pits have been sunk, revealing
. © presence of phosphate in numerous nodules or
Hasses in the sand, but not in place; these
masses
nevertheless being so numerous as to make up, I should

presence of phosphate underlying nearly

the whole area, and, second, a considerable variation
in the percentage at different depths. The deeper one
goes into the material, the

freer

it is from clay and

ped fully one-third of the material excavated below a sand, and the purer. Unlike the samples from the
®pth of three or four feet. The masses were of a yel- hammock land that I have alluded
to, t
pits were
ow color and quite hard.
These deposits were in high quite uniform and solid ; but evemin some of the ham‘nmock lands near the river, but, owing to the diff- mock properties I am told that, in prospecting, the

tained with considerable paius from reliable sources,
will prove sufficiently
correct to give a fair view of
the situation; and that the phosphate trade may regard it as settled that there isan enormous quantity
of high grade material
accessible with comparative
ease in Florida, and that the center of production must
undoubtedly leave Charleston in the near fnture.
While there is much wild speculation and reckless investment, there is also a magnificent o
tuvity for

intelligent expenditure6f money for well chosen property, and great fortunes aré'to be made in the State,

which

but yesterday attraeted little attention exeept

for its climate and its fruit:
down at this late day is,

For investigators to
useless; but with the

co-operation of those
have been in Forida from
the beginningof the excitement, and have intelligently
tested and secured the best lands, there is a plendid

field for Northern capital.
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tion is due to matter brought down
which on entering the sea is drifted

Scisnce-Gosarr. }

OFF

AMERICAN

PERNAMBUCO.

A PEW rewarks concerning the wonderful reef which
forms the natural breakwater and harbor of Pernambueo may be interesting to the readers of ScienceGossip.
Pernambuco is an important seaport on the coast of

by the
parallel

rivers,
to the

guarana.
The flowers
of the sycamore are —
and
exist in pendulons racemes, thus readily distinguished

of the “‘ reefs”

ers are in erect cory
. The leaves of the sycamore
are among the best examples to be had of the palmatified or paiwately cleft type.
leaves of the horse

coast by the prevailing currents. This action is assisted by the constant easterly winds which blow here.
Mr. Darwin attributes

the

of Pernawbueo to the action

formation

Jury 12, 1890.
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of the currents.*

The

from the common

waple (Acer campestre), whose flow-

chestnut are septenate (consisting of seven leaflets),
commend it to the notice of naturalists who seek for while the leaflets are cuneate or wedge shaped ;
Brazil, and consists of three portions, Recife on the sea fresh fields of discovery and research. All up and the inflorescence is known as a thyrsus (a panicle
border, San Antonio on an island, aud Boa Vista; these|down the coast we have many species of corals flourish- or branched racewe in which the pedicels are short and
are connected by bridges over the rivers
Caparibe | ing in a warm water current, and yet there are no true somewhat thickened, especially those at the apex and
reef builders.
base of the inflorescence). The ash looks perhaps more
and Berberibe, which debouch here.
It is not too much
whole formation

is one of extreme interest, and I would

On examining the charts we see the soundings marked
erl. (coral) over a large area up and down this coast
even out into deep water, but this is due to large areas
Roque to the Abrolhos, extends more or less a chain of | of the bottom being covered with Celleporm-and Nul-

to say that this town owes its very existence to the presence of this hardened sandbank, lying off its front.
All up aud down the coaat of
Brazil, from Cape St.

sand and mud

banks parallel and a short distance
off |lipor®.

On one piece of cable I picked

which had

the coast; in some places, as off Pernambuco, being been down eleven years undisturbed, the Cellepors
= awash at high water, and in other places much | had grown on it to a thickness of nine-tenths of an
roken ap, and under water all the time.
The top of inch ; as it was quite dead, it may have taken far less
time than this to attain that thickness.
these reefs is the home of innumerable lime-secreting
Two other places are worth visiting near Pernamanimals, chiefly corals and shell fish.
Butin no place,
»robably, does the reef obtain such proportions as off bueo, and are easily avcessible, thanks to the adwiraernambuco.
Here it has an unbroken length of 1} ble system of tramways—Dois Irmaos, where are the

striking just before it flowers, so black and forbidding
are its buds.
The flowers, however, are most interesting; they are
polygamous (some male, some female, and
some hermaphrodite) and destitute of floral envelope ;
the anthers are purple, and the somewhat oblong ovary
is surmounted by a purplish, sessile, indistinetly twolobed stigma.
he ash belongs to the same order as
the olive (Oleace@) and to the same genus as the mannayielding species of Southern Europe.
The leaves of
the ash are compound and impari-pinnate (leaflets arranged in a feather-like manuer with an odd one ut the
end) and are just beginning to peep out from their protecting scales.
The only other British representative
of the olive order is the privet (Ligustrum vulgare), a

—

whose lanceolate entire leaves and

unassuming

ittle flowers, with four-lobed funnel-shaped corollas,
will next month be among the most conspicuous hedge
ornaments.
The cherries belong to a genus which appears to be gifted with an inherent tendeney to vary,
for systematists are much divided ahout some of its
species having any right to be regarded as species at
all. One of the species, the sloe, has already been reterred to (Pharm. Journ., xix., p. 951); it is closely
allied to the plum, a wild variety of which is to be
found in some districts.
There are two well marked

species cf wild cherry. which there should
eulty in recognizing, Prunus cerasus,

and P. Padus,

the bird cherry.

be no diffi-

the dwarf cherry,

The former has its

flowers in umbels, while in the latter they are in pendulons racewes of singular beauty.
The bird cherry
is a small tree, while the dwarf p Wi is more of a
bush.
A variety of the dwarf cherry, however—P.
| Avium, the gean—often grows to the heigbt of a fair
| sized tree ;it is more common in Scotland than further

south, and at Colinton, near

Fie.
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hillside plantations.

which supply the town with drinking
miles, with an average breadth of about thirty-five waterworks
yards, which at high spring tides is justawash.
On water, and the Red Cliff near Olinda, caused bya landthe end at the entrance into the harbor is situated an slip, and showing the red marl which is so common
old Dutch fort and a lighthouse, and fora short dis- over a large part of Brazil.
The plan shows two sections through the reef caretance in from these the reef has been built up with
bricks.
The top of the reef is flat, sloping down gradu- fully drawn to scale, and illustrates clearly the formation
of the reef.
DAVID WILSON BARKER.
ally to seaward, and abruptly on the inshore side, chiefly due to the scouring action of the rivers, which in|
some places have undertuined ihe banks very ok
|
LESSONS FROM FIELDS AND LANES.
causing huge pieces to crack off; this continually going
on will gradually wear the reef away, unless steps are
IN most people’s minds May is the month which
takep to check this action.
On the top of the reef very
of all others is associated with a luxuriance of wild
long cracks may be seen, which, however, only peneflowers.
The present season forms no exception to the
trate to a short distance, and, all over are little pools general rule, and the sunshine and shower of the last
and tunnels only a few inches deep. but forming all |
few weeks have even induced some of the denizens of
sorts of little nooks and corners.
The surface is ex- those bleakest of all bleak places—the moors—to put
tremely hard, fairly ringing when struck with a ham
forth their tiny flowers.
Moorland and mountain are
mer, and standing up in sharp jagged points and knife
more frequented in late autumn than in early summer,
like edges, which are often covered with acorn shells. and the consequence is that many of their prettiest
The hardness of the sandstone rock of which the surand most interesting flowers are qniteoverlooked. Two
face. is entirely composed is due to the cementing of
plants which are to be found on almost every moor are
the particles together by the lime solution from the
now in fine condition for our purpose. The bilberry
corals and shell fish, ete.
Borings taken in many
(Vaccinium
Myrtillus) and the cowberry (V. Vitis Idea)
places reveal the fact that the reef is made up of layers
belong to the beath order (Hricace@), but are distinof sand, blue mud, broken shells and gravel, which are
guished from the true heaths, and indeed from all the
deposited in various thicknesses.
While on the steep
other members of the order, except the ae
river edge there is very little life except minute hermit

their inferior ovary.

The bilberry is an erect

1

1

.

CANT
octam
ar

Swavse

——

sien

liar waxy appearance so characteristic of heaths.

The

ovary (epigynous) ; the filaments bend inward, so that
rarvens

the anthers are made

to press closely round the style,

and each is provided on its back with a kind of tail

Fi@. 3.—Section from near Buoy in center of Mouth of (dorsal awn).
A deseription of the function of these
River Beberibe for 1,000 fathoms.
(Vertical seale, awns will be found in the article of last August (Pharm.
48 times that of horizontal.
Figures denote fa- Jour., xx., p. 108). Thecowberry is easily distinguished
thous.)
from the bilberry.
It is in habit procumbent, with
evergreen leaves, which, like most leaves that last
crabs, on the top and seaward side it is fairly alive throughout the winter, are very leathery in texture
with lovely fish, corals, echinoderms and green sea- (cor¢éaceous); the margins are entire and somewhat
revolute, and are dotted on the under surface, which is
weeds,
The most common
fish is a species of goby,
which throngs all the pools, and when closely pursued paler in color than the ongee: The flowers are in
drooping
racemes; the corolla is pinkish white and
will make astonishing leaps and bounds from one pool
bell shaped (campantuilate), while the anthers are deto another over the surface of the reef.
There are also
void of awns.
several kinds of lovely coral fishes which live well in
A woodland walk will now furnish abundant matean oqrarinm. some I had becoming so tame that they
The oak and the beech, both catkin
would
take little shrimps from wy fingers.
The sea- rial for study.
bearers,
and belonging to the same order as the hazel,
ward edge, just above low-water mark, is honeyeombed
are
just
coming
into flower; the syeamore—or plane
in all directions by short, thin-spined sea urchins of a
nus)
dark brown color, while in every pool are specimens of tree, asit is called in Seotland—({Acer
astrea corals, chiefly a brown and a green variety, but
in no case are they so pleutiful as to form an important
factor in the growth or maintenance of the reef.
I am
told, though, that at Maceio—a short distance down the
coast, where there is a somewhat similar reef—the corals are very abundant and do form an important factor in the maintenance and increase of the reef.
One
thing that is very striking on the reef is that the water
in the pools is often raised to a high temperature by
the vertical sun, so that it is strange the fish can survive until the water is cooled by the returning tide.

From a consideration of the formation and position
of these “ reefs” it seems probable that their forma-

The

Umbellifere

are fast developing their annual

show.
Dwellers in the north should find plenty of the
| sweet cicely in their walks through the pasture land,
|and fields and hedge rows everywhere are fast becow-

|ing covered with the compound leaves and white
| flowers of the hedge parsley. For a description of
these, and the orderto which
they belong, the article
of last August should be referred to(Pharm. Journ.,
xx., p. 101). Sweet cicely is somewhat local in its distribution, although in some districts very common. At
Craigwmillar Castle, near Edinburgh, it grows in great
profusion, and in the neighborhood of Sheffield it is
frequently met witb.
The order Rubiaceae, to which belong
the madders
and bedstraws, is now represented in the hedge rows
by the crosswort (Galium Cruciata) and the woodruff
(Asperula odorata).
It is closely allied to the cinchona
order (Cinchonacee) and to the order to which the
elder belongs (Caprtfoliacee). The crosswort is readily
ized by its ovate, hairy leaves being in whorls of
four, with the cymes of minute yellow flowers crowded
together in their axils; the ovary is inferior and provided with two styles, each surmounted by a capitate
stigma; the stamens are four and epipetalous, while

is in the prime of flower and leaf ; in similar condition

is its kinsman, the horse chestnut (Aisculus Hippocastanum), which, however, is not an indigenous tree.

shaped (» gawmopetalous

corolla with a short tube and spreading limb); the
calyx has become so minute as to be unrecognizable.
In the woodruff there is a distinct calyx, the flowers are
white, and the leaves are in whorls of six to nine.
The
plant is best known, however, by the sweet odor which
it develops on drying.
The field madder (Sherardia
arvensis) may also be found in flower in almost any
dry field.
Its minute blue and pink flowers in terminal sessile umbels distinguish it at once from all the

which protected the buds are still to be found at the
base of the petioles. The flowers are solitary, axillary, other members of the order,

and drooping.
The calyx is turbinate or top shaped,
and is joined to the ovary throughout with the exception of a slight ring at the top forming the limb.
The
corolla is gamopetalous, with five minute teeth, and
globose ; in color it is greenish pink, aud has the pecu-

stamens are eight to ten in number and situated on the
“ee

The iufloreseence of the rowan is

a good example of the cyme (the order of expansion of
the flowers
being, therefore, centrifugal); its leaves
are
pinnate, and the leaflets very markedly serrate,

shr 4 the corolla is rotate or wheel

with very angular stem and branches, and varying in
height from 6 in. to2 ft. It sheds its leaves on the approach of winter (leaves deciduous), and is now putting
forth along with its flowers a number of fresh green
leaves which render it one of the most conspicuous fea| tures of the moorland. These leaves are ovate in shape,
with well marked reticulate veins and serrate margin,
and are often of a reddish tint when young. The scales
Fia. 2.—Seetion across the Reef of Pernambuco, from
Arsenal North Boat Basin for 1,000 fathoms.

Edinburgh, it has been

found growing
in great profusion.
The characteristics
of the order Hhoeece may be studied to advantage in
the cherries, and also in the mountain ash or rowan,
which is now one of the most charwing features of the

It is creeping

in habit

and the structure of the flowers is similar tu those
already described.
Many interesting members of the orders Labiate and
Serophulariace@ are beginning to force themselves
upon our attention (see Pharm. Journ., xix.. p. 950,
xx., p. 22). The white dead nettle (Lamium album),
the red dead nettle (Z.
purpureum), and the yellow
weasel snout or archangel (L. Galeobdolom vie with the
oe
and the eyebrights in the representation of
their respective orders.
e Lamiums belong to the
labiate order, and the most marked character of the

yenus are the five-toothed aoiys. ringent

corolla (L.

ringens, grinning), with its arched upper lip inclosing
the didynamous (two long or two short) stamens, the
two lower of which are the longer, and flat almost entire lower lip. If the flower of a Lamium be exumined,

its remarkable adaptation for cross fertilization by insects will be at once seen. A bee in search of the nectar which is situated at the base of the corolla tube
alights on the lower lip and inserts its proboscis into
the flower; the position which it must needs take up
in doing this brings its back into contact with the
anthers, which deposit on it a quantity of pollen; if
the position of the stigma be noted, however, it will
be seen that before it can touch the anthers it must
have come into contact witb the stigma, which does its
best to seize and retain any pollen which its visitor has

brought with it from another flower.

The speedwells

are readily distinguished from all the other members
their order (Scrophulariucee) by their two stamens,
The flowers of the ash (Fraxinus eacelsior) are rapidly of
and almost regular corollas, which are always of a blue
passing into frait, and the wild cherries are asserting
or lilac color.
species of speed well are determined
their right to be regarded as spring flowers by break- by the duration The
of the root and the form taken by the
ing out in masses of white blossom.
The limite of
There are four species with an:
root
space prevent anything but a brief reference to these, inflorescence,

but there are points of interest connected with most

of them which it may be well to note.
The sycamore
and horse chestnut belong to the order Sa;an order interesting to pharmacists from its including
bdSee “ Voyage of a Nataralist,” p, 498.

and solitary awvillary flowers now to be found almost
everywhere.
Banks furnish the ivy leaved speedwell
(Veronica hederifolia); fields and waste places look

bright with the

there

bine corollasof V. agrestis, avd

blue of V. polita; while here and
may be found the large bright blue flowers of

|

Juty
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thyme leaved
olia—the
V.
V. Buabaumii.
speed well—should be looked for on wall tops; its lilae
racemes,
bracteate
terminal
in
arranged
are
flowers
There are three common
and it has a perennial root.

perennial

species with
racemes.

root and flowers in avillary
common

V. Beccabunga—the

brook

lime—

frequents ditches and wet places, and is soon distinguished by its large, succulent leaves and small biue
or pink flowers, which somehow always strike one as
not “matebing” the leaves. V. Chamadrys—the ger-
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longingto the natural orders EKuphorbiacew, Urticacem, and Apocynew—the first named family ineluding the Para sort, or Hevea rubber, which is still im9
in large quantities, and holds its own as the
quality, though in its native forest the trees are
said to be more and more difficult to get at, as the collectors have to penetrate further each year into the
more inaccesible parts.
The vatural consequence of
this
is that more attention has been given to other
sources, and another Euphorbiaceous plant, the growth

of which has become considerably developed of late,
wmander speedwell—is one of the best kuuwn species,
and which yields the rubber known in commerce as
and its large bright blue flowers greet one in woods
and by waysides everywhere. V. oficinalis is more Ceara scrap (Manihot Glaziovii), has been introduced
into Ceylon and other countries, where it has grown
eommon on hillsides and is readily recognized by its
This, as its name implies, is a Brazilian speThe rapidly.
obovate serrate and somewhat coriaceous leaves.
cies, and though the rubber has been known in trade
of
base
the
at
disk
a
on
honey
their
secrete
veronicas
fora
long
time, the plant yielding it was not known
the ovary ; it is sheltered from rain by the hairs lining
The lines which form such a marked till about fourteen years ago, when a consignment of
the corolla tube.
ts was received at Kew, pro
ted, and widely
feature in the corollas are knuwn as ** honey guidea,”
The success of the
from their fanction in showing insects the way to the distributed to India and Ceylon.
nectaries.
A woodland ramble in May would searcely be complete without some notice of that most distinctive of
plants, the toothwort (Lathraa
squamaria).
The
toothwort belongs to the broom rape order.
(Qrobanchacee), an order remarkable from the fact of all its
members being parasites (plants whieh grow upon

and take their nourishment

from

other plants).
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‘Toonu (uader which name the plant is known
duras).

The

proper

season

for

in Hon-

tapping the

trees is

after the autamn rains, which. oceur some months
after the trees have ripened their fruit, and before we!
at forth buds for the next season. The flow of wii
8 most copious during the months of October, Novem-

ber, December, and January. The rubber gatherers
coumence operations op an untapped tree by reaching with a ladder or by means

upper
whole

of lianes, ortic-ties, the

portions of its trunk, and
length with deep cuts which

bark the

The cuts are sowetimes made so
spirals all round the tree; at
shaped simply like the letter V, with
hoop iron, the blade of a cutlass, or t
placed in the lower angle to form a spout to |
the
mi'k into a receptacle below.
A number of trees are
treated in this manner, and left to bleed for seyeral
hours.
At the close of the day the rubber gatherer
collects all the milk, washes it by means of water, and

In

structure the toothwort very closely resembies the fox-

glove and labiate orders.

Its stamens are didynamous,

its corolla two-lipped, with the upper lip arched, and
its ovary is provided with a honey-secreting disk.
The
flowers are arranged in one-sided (secwnd) racemes, and
are each provided with a bract.
There are no leaves,
but the flowering axis and underground
stem are

thickly covered

fair

» in

the
n is
» of
ves
ual
the
nd,
lite
icle

tis
lers
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na
the
lily
3 of
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ro-
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the
ale.
are
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50,
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the
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the
the
(L.
ing
the
en-

ibe

with scales.

The whole plant is of a

dull creamy color tipped with purple.
If it be dug up
its rootlets will be found attached to the rootlets of the
tree on which it preys.
The flowering axis varies in
length from 4 in. to about a foot, and wiil at once be
recognized by its peculiar fleshy appearance.
The absence of true leaves and of green coloring matter is
charaeteristic of parasitic plants, and a little reflection
will show that they are te them unnecessary.
The
leaves and their chlorophyl are the aetive bodies in
converting the inorganic constituents of air and earth
earbon dioxide, water and salts) into the organic substances (starch, cellulose, etc.) which form the cell contents and plant frame.
In the case of the toothwort
all this is done for it by the leaves of its host.
It has
therefore disearced all unnecessary organs, and retained those only which enable it to perpetuate the
existence of itself and its species, namely, its sucking
roots and its flowers.
There is another interesting little plant which although somewhat local in its distribution may yet be looked for in many moist woods
with some probability of success.
Herb Paris (Paris
quadrifolia) is generally placed in the order Liliaceae,
although its very distinctive features have induced
some botanists to give it an order to itself (7rélliacea).
It is distinguished from all the other Jiliacee by its
leaves being in a whorl (generally of four, but sometimes of five or six), and their venation being reticulate
—a very exceptional feature ina monocotyledon.
The
long white rhizome grows at a great depth and sends
up an aerial stem 4to 10 inches in height, which bears
at its apex the whorl of leaves.
From the center of
this whorl springs the peduncle bearing a very rewarkable
looking flower.
There are three to five
narrow green sepals alternating with the same number of yellow petals, which are narrower still; the stamens vary in number from six to twelve, and the
styles from four tosix.
The plant isa most variable
one in all its parts, yet its general appearance is so
characteristic that once known it can never be mistaken
for anything else.
The structure of the stamens is remarkable from the fact of the connective (tissue between the anther lobes) being prolonged beyond the
anthers.
The flowers of Paris do not secrete any
honey.
They are fertilized by carrion-loving flies,
which are attracted by the disagreeable smell of the
flowers and by the glittering purple appearance of the
ovary.
The stigma is ripe before the anthers (proterogynous).
The absence of honey
and the greenish color of the
floral envelope show
Paris to be one of the most primitive members of its order.—Pharm. Jour.

INDIA

RUBBER.

In these days, when local horticultural societies are
formed in almost every provincial town, and when botanical and horticultural novelties attract so much attention from scientists on the one hand and cultivators
on the other, the practical value of the combined
efforts of both seem likely to be lost sight of. The interest attached to the successful growth or to the flowering of a rare plant, like the Amorphophallus at Kew
last, year, is equally divided between the scientific bo-

tanist and the practical

horticulturist, but the intro-

duction and successful cultivation of some valuable
economic plant in countries very far distant from its
native home does not secure half so much popular attention, though the benefits accruing from it to the
world at large are infinitely greater and of a more lasting character.
What is the production of a double
flower where a single one was known before only to exist, or even the introduction to our stoves of such

plants as the Victoria
ia and the Amorphophallus
titanum, or, if possible, the Rafflesia and Welwitschia,
to the establishment in India of the cinchona plant,

which has been the means of bringing that most important medicine, quinine, within the reach of all ?

The result of this successfal enterprise will always
standas a monument of the union of science with

NAT SOM
IT HS

THE

INDIA

RUBBER

TREE—CASTILLOA

plants in these countries has been recorded and fully
detailed in the Kew reports before referred to ; as also
that of another well known source, namely, the Castilloa elastica, which farnishes the bulk of the rubber
from Central America, such as that known in trade as
Guatemala rubber.
Mr. Morris, in his little book on ‘‘The Colony of

practice, and one of the benefits to the world in which British Honduras,” gives some interesting notes on
Kew has played so large a part.
this tree, and details as to the cultivation apd the exNext to this achievement, the introduction
of rub- traction and
paration of rubber fromit.
He says:

leavesit standing

procures

ELASTICA.
until the

a quantity

next

morning.

He

of the stem of tne moon

now

plant

(Calonyctyon speciosum), pounds itinto a mass and
throws it into a bucket of water.
After this decoction

has been strained, it is added to the rubber milk in the
proportion of one pint toa gallon, or until after brisk
stirring, the whole of the milk is coagulated. The
masses of rubber floating on the surface are now strained from the liquid, kneaded into cakes, und placed under heavy weights, to get rid of all watery
particles.

er-prodacing plants into the various possessions
of
“The tree is very abundant in some places, although When perfectly drained and dry, the rubber cakes
the
British empire is undoubtedly of the greatest imand exported generally in
daily becoming scarcer in the immediate neighborhood aod fit for the market,
portance.
Though the whole history of these experi- of settlements.
It grows to the height of
at forty casks.
means has been given in the reports of the Royal Gar- or fifty feet, has a thick clean stem about two feet in
* A large tree of Castilloa, say two feet in diameter,
ps Kew, ranging between the years 1873 and 1882, it diameter at the base, and in habit of growth much re- will yield eight gailons of milk when first cut; each
aoe be of some interestto point out that whereas some sembies a bread fruit tree, to which, indeed, it is close- gallon of milk, in the proper season, will make about

. enty years

ago India rubber,

or caoutchouc,

was
one to be produced only from Hevea braziliensi
s,
men known as Siphonia elastica, from Para, and
from
Fens elastica, from Assam, the researches
of the au-|
thorities

ly allied.

¢

The Castilloa rubber tree is fit to be two pounds of rubber. Hence a tree of this size will
a mgetern of sixteen pounds of rubber, of the value

tapped for caoutchoue, or the elastic gummy substance
produced by its milk, when about seven to ten years
old. The milk is obtained at present from trees growthat the rubber of ing wild by men called pale eels, who are well

at Kew have since shown
‘nmerceis drawn from several different plants, be- acquainted with ai

r'se

inhabited

by the

of

$10.

Mr. Morris further refers to the use of the Castilloa

as a shade-giving tree in connection with the cultivation of bananas, cacao, Liberian’ coffee, oranges, etc.,

.
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and records the fact that at the time he wrote, in 1888,
the cacao planters in Trinidad were gradually disearding their recognized shade tree, the Erythrina umbrosa,
and adopting others wore suitable and more profitable,
none of which, however, could compare with the Cas-

tilloa, ‘ either in

quickness of growth, in shade-giving

properties, or in the return which it is likely
to give
the planter year after year if properly treated.”
Our

engraving, taken from a photograph kindly sent us by
Mr. Hart,
nidad.

represents

a Castilloa

It will be sufficient to say

that

tree growing

in Tri-

the plants already

referred to are the principal sources of the American
rubbers of commerce. Quantities, however, come from
India, and from other parts of the East, the former
from Ficus elastica, and the latter from various plants
belonging to the Apocynaces, being species of Willoughbeia, Louconotis, and Chilocarpus ; while on the
east and west coasts of Africa several species of Landolphia yield rubber of excellent
qpality.
A detailed
account of these species, and of their distribution into
various parts of the world, is given in the Kew reports
before alluded to, and it forms one of the most valuable and interesting records of work done at Kew.—J.

idea, and has never

been
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put to a practical test, al- | between absolutely first class and merely good results,
The idea of those who do not reflect is, here is g

though it has been both approved in some quarters
and condemned in others by those who are e
to know something of the matter.
The thing isso simle that we place it before our readers that they
may
have an opportunity of putting it to a practical test.
Of course, it must be thoronghly understood that the
self-hives should not be put on until the hive is very
near swarming, and as soon as this has taken place, if
successfully, the new swarm should be removed to its
permanent
ition with as little delay as possible.—
Apiarist,
The Gardeners’ Magazine.

telescope; look through it, and * discover” some.
thing ! The real question is to arrange every detail of
the apparatus anc
work so that one can improve q
little on the splendid results obtained by the other
great telescopes of the world, directed, as they are, by

the most skillfal and accomplished observers.

It is by

attention to relatively small improvements in apratus, etc., that relatively great advances are made,
he difference between
the Repsold and the Dol-

land ee

gave

to Bessel

the parallax of 61

Shere necessity of life at Mt. Hamilton must be provided by individuals, except water. That is fornished
ASTRONOMICAL
NOTES—THE
LICK
bythe observatory. To distribute this, we have asystem
OBSERVATORY IN WINTER.
four reservoirs, with several miles of pipes, under and
Tue official side of lifeat the Lick Observatory is over ground and in the buildings. All the motive power

well known, and the enthusiasm of the astronomers, aised in revolving the great dome, or in raising its floor,
who have isolated themselves on a remote mountain depends
on
the water supply, and the slightest
top, is in a measure realized; but one cannot know the accident to the windmill, or to a reservoir, or to the
depth and sincerity of their devotion to science until the pipes (by freezing or otherwise), stops the work of the
hardships of winter are deseribed.
The following is an great telescope.
After every snow storm a whole day’s
abstract of an address delivered by Prof. Holden, in San work, and sometimes more, is necessary to get the reFranciseo,
After
picturing
the
beautiful
winter effects —
parts of the dome into satisfactory working
R. J., the Gardeners’ Chronicle.
at Mt. Hamilton, which seems to be *‘undera huge hemi- order.
spherical cup of cloud whose rim is lifted upa few
The reservoir capacity is not sufficient to store water
FLOWER.
THE PROPHET
degrees all around the horizon,” he describes life at the enough to carry us through the dry season (Juneobservatory during its most severe season :
October).
Henee, every year it has been necessary to
(Arnebia echoides.,)
To take the observatory as a whole, we must con- use for domestic ——
some of the rain water
Tus fine herbaceous plant is now in flower, and be- sider not only the astronomical establishment, with its collected during the winter and stored for use as
ing but little known in gardens, we present a figure, purely scientific aims, but, rather, the reservation of power.
All this water has passed many times through
900 acres, with its village, containing a colony
of the water engines and hydraulic rams, and is therefore
thirty to forty people and eight or nine families. There covered with a heavy film of oil, and is really unfit for
are ten different sets of quarters occupied at the pre- use, and produces more or less illness when it is used.
sent time by astronomers, students, and workmen.
But it must be used. There is no other. There is
There is no want which can be felt in the city which nothing to be done but to make the best of the conis not equally pressing here. But consider how diffi- ditions and to be as prudent as may be in using all
cult it sometimes is to supply these wants.
Take even available supply.
Every day’s supply weighs 800 Ib.,
the case of mere food oon
during our winter storms. and it must be lifted vertically 412 feet, in order to
There is nothing to be had nearer than San Jose, twen- make it available.
In one hour’s work with the steam
ty-six miles away, and it is necessary to transport eve- pump we can raise a little over two days’ supply.
But
rything by the stage.
the smallest leak in pipes or valves, anywhere in the
Frequently the stage has not room for all our par- system, is fatal. Therefore, in the dry season the most
cels, and very frequently has no passengers for the ob- careful watch is kept on the various reservoirs, and
servatory, and stops at the foot of the mountain.
In they are read daily.
The numerous very light eartbsuch a case, we must send our own men and wagon quakes have much to do with ae ere the cracks
over the fourteen miles of road to the valley of Smith which we find in the walls and the bottoms of our reCreek.
Very often during the past winter the road has servoirs.
Even the slightest crack must be quickly
been impassable to wagons (on account of the snow), discovered and stopped.
and all our supplies have been brought in the mail bag
The supply of fuel must be found somewhere in the
on horseback.
Whatever was too large or too heavy neighborhood, and delivered before the roads become
for the bag was not brought, and had to be done with- too heavy for hauling.
It is the present policy not to
out.
During the one hundred and twelve days from cut any wood on the reservation, and hence it must be
November 15 to March 8, the stage only came to the found where best it may, and its delivery hastened as
obseratory thirty-six times. The difficulties in this much as possible.
matter can be met bya kind of ‘ forehandedness ; ”
but when we come strictly to the scientific side of our
THE WONDERS OF A CELESTIAL JOURNEY.
necessities, they are more serious.
For example, a bit
of colored giass is wanted, to moderate the brightness
RECENT researches on periodical comets have brought
of Mars, so that the satellites can be more easily seen. into stronger light the relations of the solar system
Where is it to be had?
There is not so much as a with the contents of surrounding space.
A comet has
square millimeter of such glass west of the Allegheny not only come to be regarded as simply a comparatively compact mass of meteors, which, through the effects
mountains.
One of the prisms of our spectroscope
is stained and of solar and planetary attraction, is gradually scattered
yellow, so that part of the blue end of the spectrum is along its orbit ; but the latest investigations lead back
cut off. It cannot be repolished nearer than
Pittsburg. to Laplace’s conclusion that comets are visitors from
interstellar space, and that it is only through the inIf it is sent away, we lose its use fora month or more.
San Francisco has everything that is needed for its busi- terfering attraction of the larger planets that they are
ness life; but every now and then, our very special turned into permanent members of the sun’s family.
needs absolutely cannot be met nearer than New York
For those that thus fall under the dominion of the
or Europe. This means delays, and
bly a loss of the sun is reserved the fate of gradual disintegration into
work in hand. The want of a peculiar kind of chimney swarms of meteors. The sparks that everybody has
for our standard photometric lamp (which had to be im- seen darting through the sky annually in August and
THE PROPHET FLOWER, ARNEBIA ECHOIDES.
rted from Europe, finally, after vain attempts to buy November are but the scattered relics of great comets
(Flowers yellow with black spots.)
t or to have it made in America) delayed the appearance that may once have affrighted the world.
Within
fifty years man has actually beheld the destruction of
of our eclipse report from May to October, for example.
London in March was not a comet and the process of its transformation into a
hoping thereby to increase the number of its admirers, Another parcel ordered from
We refer to Biela’s comet, which was
for there is no good reason why the plant should be delivered here till the following December, and so on. meteoric swarm.
searce or neglected.
It is a borage wort of free The negatives of the solar eclipse of December 21 re- first split in two in 1846, and afterward entirely broken
mained
at
the
foot
of
the
mountain
from
February
16
up, so that it has disappeared as a comet, although
growth, rising one to two feet, with a free foundation
of handsome green leaves and a showy head of tabular until Mareh 3, for the lack of some way to bring them regularly recurring meteor showers at the crossing
The eclipse instruments were delayed in San Jose point of its orbit and that of the earth show that the
flowers with five-livided limb, after the fashion of a up.
borage. The color of the flowers is bright light yellow, for more than a month before they were finally de- substance of the comet has not been destroyed, but
simply dispersed.
A piece of this comet that fell in
with five black spots when they first expand, but livered.
All this experience has developed the resources and Mexico a few years ago is one of the most precious poswhich fade and ultimately !eave the flowers a clear
ingenuity
of
our
astronomical
staff
to
a
very
high
desessions
of
astronomers.
pale self-yellow.
Any good loamy soil will suit this
To takeasingle example, [ may mention the
Bat if a comet drawn into thesolarsystem from outer
useful plant, and a partial shade will suit it better gree.
than fullsun.
It is, however, quite hardy, and in no very ingenious and satisfactory electric control to the space approaches the sun near enough, it may suffer
driving
clock
of
our
great
equatorial,
which
was
indisaster
from the encounter, even though itshould esway particular about conditions, being a fine perene in the observatory out cape capture and fly off again into unknown depths.
nial, and lasting well on a fairly trained soil.— The |vented by Mr. Keeler, and m
The
great
comet of 1882, which was fora few days so
of
the
simplest
materials.
It
has
completely
taken
the
Gardeners’ Magazine.
oo of the elaborate device which preceded it. Bat, bright that it could be seen at noonday, skimming
think, any mechanic would be disposed to smile at close to the sun like a white bird, was torn asunder in
There is no certainty that this
the composite nature of the construction.
As im this its perihelion passage.
SELF-HIVING.
case, so in very many others.
is a periodical comet ; and if it is not, it is now sailing
THE accompanying illustration shows a copy of Mr.
through
space
in
a
disheveled
condition, as a result of
All great observatories except our own have an
R. Bennett’s self-niving arrangement.
This is a new instrument maker attached to the staff, who can even its meeting with the solar giant that guides the destiarrangement which any bee keeper way carry out, as construct a new instrument, if necessary ; and we
nies of our planetary system.
The more one considers these celestial ener nnters, the
anxiously look forward to the time when such an
official can be added to our own force—when it will stranger seem theadventures of the sun and his attendnot be necessary to use wry of high class in doing ant worlds in their stupendous voyage through space.
merely mechanical work. At the end of every two hours It is hardly necessary to remind our readers that this
of every night the observer must leave his work and voyage is an actual one ; that thesunis really carrying
wind the huge weight of the driving clock of the great us with him toward the northern quarter of the firmatelescope (600 lb.; 320 half tarns of the handle !), which ment at least two hundred million miles every year. A
has run down.
From this really severe labor he must railroad train does not more certainly whirl us to our
return, with steady nerves (if possible) to making destination than by this great solar migration we are
it can be made ina few minutes.
If there is a sheet of delicate micrometer measures—to moving a spider line swepton through theabyss of the heavens toward the
ueen exciuder zinc at hand, he has simply to turn up| over little distances like the yo}so of an inch (=0".1) constellation of Hercules. Only in the one case the rate
is more accurately ascertained than iu the oththe edges and tack them to a piece of board and shave | till it just bisects the disk of a planet, a comet or a of s
The wildest imaginings of the Eastern story tellers,
down the ends so as to admit the bees passing from the| star. A very few dollars would supply us with a water er.
with
their
magic carpets and enchanted horses, appear
wheel
to
wind
our
weight,
but
the
money
is
not
yet
entrance of one hive into the other—that is, so that the
spiritless in comparison with what science tells of the
enda of the piece of board used as a floor for the tunnel available.
The great pee ee was designed to have its circles wonderfal flight in which the inhabitants of the earth
that is to connect the entrance of the hive that is about
A celestial eye that
to swarm, and the entrance of the empty one into read by means of electric lights; but the observatory all unconsciously are engaged.
which the bees are to be conducted, does not take up was turned over to the regents before these were pro- closed in the slamber of the gods while beholding
It was legally “completed” at that transfer.
Adam enjoying the delights of Eden, if suddenly opentoo much of the entrance and impede the ingress and vided.
egress of the bees.
To put the self-hiver to work, sup- Consequently we cannot read the circles at all at ed now, would look in vain for the pleasant fields and
you have a hive you think is about to swarm. night, and shall not be able to do so until we are able woods of Paradise. They would have disappeared with
Get the empty hive in readiness and set it in front of to save enough |
out of our scanty annual their unfortunate inhabitant ; and even the earth that
Pari bore them would be gone, vanished, leaving only the
the hive, and set one end of the self-hive on the alighting appropriation to buy the mopeneney appliances.
board of the ful! hive and the other end on the alighting must be saved this year, and part the next, and so on, emptiness of space where that vision of happiness had
board of the empty one, so that it fits closely up to till this want is supplied.
The observatory is only one been. The blazing orb that shone upon Eden would
each.
The worker
bees will have ample room cadraie department of the university, and there are very many likewise have Seen ; and the sleeper awakened
to
in and out about their duties, and it is suppos- pressing calls for money at Berkeley which the regents would find himself planged in eternal night and the
ed that as the
queen cannot pass through the helen in must consider.
awfal cold of sunless space. During his sleep the whole
It is not easy at first sight to understand the ~
would have
on, leaving him behind milthe zine she will, when about toswarm, pass along the
of millions of miles like an abandoned traveler in
tunnel into the empty hive, and be followed there by necessity for constant small chan
in apparatus and 1
make the difference the desert. If there were no intervention of divine
the bees. It must be remembered that this is a new instruments, which, when effec
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Prof.

Winchell

has

put the facet very picturesquely :
‘Out from the depths of space, beyond the clouds,
beyond the atmosphere, from a granary of material
germs which stock the empire of the blue sky, comes a

perpetual but invisible rain of material atoms—like the

evening dew, emerging from the transparency of space

into a state of growing visibility.”

arthacks
r reickly

In some respects the most interesting of all the incidents of this vast journey are the falls of meteorites. It
is one of the most singular facts in scientific history
that, while stones have fallen to the earth in every age
and country, yet it is voy / within the past hundred
years that men of science
have convinced themselves
that such a thing isreally possible. We have alljread the

t

to

our

SUPPLEMENT,

No. 758.

knowledge,
the sudden sounding of the judgment
FALL OF METEORITES IN IOWA.
tramp would produce a most strange spectacle in the
By
Josepn
TorRREY, JR., and Epwiy H. BARBOUR.
the
in
thronged
souls
departed
of
troops
when
universe,
wake of the flying earth searching
for the bodies that
THE large and brillant meteor which fell in northern
regions
distant
far
in
was
Iowa on the afternoon of May 2, 1890, at 5:30, was
they had left when the globe
space,
widely observed throughout the adjoining
country.
one as we have said, the greatest attraction of this It appears that the
nomenon was rather in the
story of astronomy for the mind lies in the certainty nature of a meteoric shower, judging by appearances
that it is absolutely true. We are actually
going on and the fact that several complete meteorites of conthis celestial journey in a vast spiral track, the direec- siderable size—10, 70, 100 pounds—have been found, at
tion of which is governed by the combined influence
of long distances from each other, with a large number
the sun’s attraction and that amazing impulse, what- of smaller ones.
The splendor of this great luminous
ever its origin may be, which keeps the sun itself ever ball—bright even in full sunlight—its fiery, comet-like
flying northward.
And as we go, what adventures we tail, three to four degrees in length, and the
long train
are having! Outof the profundity of surrounding space of smoke lingering behind it fully ten minutes, plainly
as we plow through it, come comets rushing sun- marking its course in the sky, inspired all who saw it
ward, and then rushing back starward, trailing the with awe.
It is described as sputtering throughout its
electric splendors of their trains across the sky. In past course like fireworks. To the students who saw it
ages they affrighted the nations; now the astrono- enter the atmosphere, it appeared to start a few demers with mathematical precision predict their mo- grees below the zenith, and to pass below the horizon
tions, and when they have disappeared tell us whether to the N.N.W. of this place, descending at an angle of
they have escaped for good or not, in how many years fifty degrees.
The meteoric shower covered an area
they will be back again. The increase in the power of some two to three miles wide near Forest City, Wintelescopes and in the number of observers has resulted nebago Co., Iowa, while one meteorite, weighing one
in the discovery that a very large number of comets hundred pounds, passed into Kossuth Co.
We were
have been cagtured by the sun, and are now accompa- so fortunate as to secure several fragments broken
nying him in regular orbits like his planets.
from the seventy
pound mass, together with a rather
“Another incident of this wondrous voyage is the ap- small but complete and characteristic meteorite,
proach of the meteors.
Now and again the world is weighing one fifth of a pound.
These meteorites bestartled by a fiery shower filling the heavens as the long to the “Stone” class.
Their most noticeable
globe plunges through the debris of some old disinte- feature is the large amount of metal contained in the
grated comet ; but encounters with more scattered me- fragments examined, it amounting to 45 per cent. by
teoric matter are taking place all the time.
Millions of weight.
The metal is in exceedingly small globules
these little bodies, large enough to make a streak of and thin flakes, making its separation from the matrix
fire at night as they dart into our atmosphere, fall to a matter of considerable difficulty. The matrix has
the earth every twenty-four hours.
And vastly more been analyzed by us with the following results :
numerous are the still smaller particles that sift con-

_ and

. the

AMERICAN

story in Livy how it rained stones in Picenum the first
winter that Hannibal was in Italy, and how the super-

SiO, 47°08, FesOs 29°43, Al,Os 2°94, CaO 17°58,
MgO 2:96=99 94.

12109

of everything in that stone coffin was very wonderful.
The vestments were
quite sound—all but the woolen
pallium, which had
almost perished, t'
its
were there—and to my great surprise, the
sha
the
nose and chin was clear and distinct. ‘May he rest in
Seaway # I may be permitted to say, in a sense different
rom that in which usually those words are said. These

remains have been treated with the greatest respect,
and the archbishop rests still quite undisturbed in the
stone coffin in which he has rested so long. To have
seen, not a heap of bones—for I have seen none but
those of the
head and hands—but
to have seen
Stephen Langton in his vestments, is an event in life,

and

I am very thankful

to those who have done me

the signal service of inviting me to Canterbury at such

a time.”—JV.

Y. Hvening Post.

EXTENT

OF THE

ROMAN

CATACOMBS.

THE most
combs that

perfect map of any portion of the catahas yet been published is that which

was executed

under

of Padre

Marchi.

the

immediate

It contains

superintendence

the eighth

part of

the catacombs of St. Agnes, and the greatest length
of the portion thus accurately mapped is about 220
meters, or 240 English yards, and its greatest width
about 170 meters, or 185 yards.
This, multiplied b
eight, would give us somewhat less than nine Englis
furlongs for the greatest length of the whole catacomb, and nearly seven for its greatest width—that
is, supposing it to extend equally in all directions;
and as the catacombs of St. Agnes eee to be of
average dimensions, being larger than
some
and
less than others, any one who is fond of arithmetic

way amuse

himself with a further multiplication by

60, in order to learn something of the
tent of all the catacombs taken together.

this method of calculation will not bring

probable exBut, in truth,

us to any

safe and satisfactory conclusion, were it only
for this
reason, that the excavations of a catacomb
are b
no means equally distributed throughout its wml |
parts; for instance, if I were to take my sample
from some portions of the map before me, I might

Specific gravity of matrix 2°63, of the metal freed
from matrix as well as possible at ameagen 5°75. As
early as is consistent with accuracy, these preliminary
notes will be followed with a fall report on this important meteor.
Iowa College, Grinnell, Iowa, May 9, 1890.

say that the thickness of the rock left untouched

Orbit of the Meteor
of May 2.—The newspaper
accounts of the path of the Iowa meteorite of
May2
are definite enough to give a fair idea of its orbit about
the sun before entering the atmosphere.
The path
that satisfies best the accounts that appear to be
reliable was directed from a point a little north of west
and somewhat
higher than the sun—the sun being

be-

tween the several roads or streets ran
from two
or three to twelve or thirteen feet, whereas if I took
a sample from other portions of the same map, I

should say that it varied from twenty-six to forty or
even to seventy feet; so that it is obvious that the
knowledge of the extreme limits of a catacomb,
even if it could be ascertained, would give us no
criterion whatever of the number of its streets and
walls, nor consequently of its graves.
Looking, however, at the same map in a different
point of view, not

stiteus Romans expiated the prodigy with a nine days’ then about 20° high and due west. The velocity of the
festival which one commentator assures us was “the meteorite may be safely assumed to have been greater
established remedy fora fall of stones.” Ancient his- than that of Encke’s comet at distance unity, and less at the mere length or breadth of the space desecribtory contains many references to such events, but it than that belonging to a parabolic orbit. With this ed, but at the actual number and length of the
remained for the present century to demonstrate that assumption the orbit would be inclined to the ecliptic streets which it contains, it seems to supply the
stones actually come tumbling out of the sky upon the
earth. They are simply partof the forage of space that
the earth gathers as it rushes along with the sun.
They bring us strange things : iron in a condition which
Wwe cannot produce upon the earth, nickel, and more
than twenty other known substances, including carbon,
which in one instance, at least, appears in the form of
minute diamonds !

between

10 and

20 degrees

with

direct

ascending node is in longitude 42°5°.
passed perihelion save
weeks,
mainly upon the inclination to the
through the air. The perihelion
ably between 0°50 and 0°70, this

motion.

The

largely dependent upon the same inclination.
observations of this inclination

he

body had

how long depends
horizon of the path
distance was prob+
element also being

than

are now

Better

in hand

But it is the sun that is the leader in this exploration are hoped for.—H. A. N., Amer. Jour. Science.
of the universe, and the sun gets most of the spoils. It
is the sun, not the earth, that captures the comets and
the meteor swarms, and so prepares strange spectacles
to brighten the long nights of his unending voyage.
The longer the way the oon oa the spoil, for the

AFTER

SIX

HUNDRED
BURIAL.

YEARS

basis of a sober and reasonable calculation, in which
we cannot be deceived.
Measuring them roughly, I
should say that they extend at least three kilometers,
or something sbort of two English wiles; multiply
this by eight, and we have twenty-four kilometers,

or 15 miles of subterranean streets in the catacombs of
St. Agnes alone, and 1.440 kilometers, or not less

than 900 miles, in all the catacombs taken together.
When I had made this calculation, it was with ‘no
ordinary satisfaction that I observed how nearly it

approximated to one made by Padre Marehi upon
nciples altogether distinct, and which might have
boom objected to as based upon conjecture rather

OF

than

upon

well

ascertained

facts.

e conjectures

Tue Rev. Father John Morris, a Fellow of the that there may have been twenty confraternities of
realms of space appear to be inexhaustible. Is there any
peril involved in the adventures of this great solar Society of Antiquaries, sends the following letter to fossores, or diggers, and that these might have excafleet of ours?
The possibility of collision exists, but it the London Times: ** A few days ago I saw a sight in
is so remote that it may be entirely disregarded. As to Canterbury Cathedral that interested me greatly, and
what the effect of a collision between the sun and an- as I am not aware that any: account of it has been
you will allow me very briefly
other body of equal mass and moving with equal or sent to you, per
it. In the course of the investigation into
greater velocity would be, there can be but little doubt. to deseribe
Inthe withering heat developed by such a collision we the history of the cathedral, that the Dean and
should be shriveled up like flies ina furnace.
Still Chapter have intrusted to a committee of experts, a
other possible perils have been thought of. Space is loca] tradition has been swept away, or indeed I might
In the south wall
sprinkled with nebula.
The old idea was that these say two incompatible traditions.
nebule are enormous masses of gas, but Mr. Lockyer’s of the aisle of the famous Trinity Chapel at the east
new theory that they areswarms of meteorites is find- end of the cathedral stands a tomb which for some
ing wide acceptance.
Suppose the earth or the sun long time past has been called by Archbishop Theoshould plunge into a nebula, what then?
If it wasa bald’s name.
He was the predecessor of St. Thomas of
large and dense nebula, the results might be disastrous; Canterbury in the metropolitan see, and the year of
but if its constituent meteorites were widely scattered, his death was 1160.
Those who are conversant with the
the effect would simply be the production of an uncom- history of the cathedral will have always known that
monly brilliant meteoric display.
But if we were ap- Theobald was buried elsewhere. Inconsistent with this
proaching a nebula we should know it, unless it had tradition vas another to the effect that when the choir
not sufficient density to be visible, and in that case it of the cathedral was burned in 1174, the shrines con-

could not cause —< disastrous effects through colli- taining relics were flung down from the beams on
sion. On the other hand, it may be asked, might not which they rested, and the relies from the broken
the introduction of foreign matter into our atmosphere, even in comparatively small quantities, produce deleterious if not fatal effects ? It is not possible
to reply positively to this question.
In fact, epidemic

diseases and strange conditions of the atmosphere have
Several times been ascribed to sucha cause: When
the celebrated

red sunsets

made

their

appearance

a

shrines were collected by the monks and placed in this
tomb.
It must be acknowledged that the tomb presents much of the appearance of a shrine ; and as it has
projecting from the png
of its ridged roof various marble heads in deep relief, it was not surprising
that these heads should be regarded as those of the

saints whose relics were supposed to be within.

That

vated about seventy feet of road and a hundred
graves every day; and this, taking two complete
centuries as the time during which the catacombs
continued to be used as Christian cemeteries, gives
a total of 1,200 kilometers, or 720 miles altogether,
and six million graves—an amount which, however
startling to persons unfamiliar with the subject, Padre

Marchi considers much too small, both from his own
experience of the actual extent of the catacombs and
from long and careful studies as to the probable number of Christians to be found in Rome in those days.—
The Architect.

ANCIENT

ATHENS.

INDEED, all Athens is the grave of objects that we
would fain have seen.
In the market place was the
stone where the grandson of Aristides the Just used to
sit. Justice had not profited him, and he made his
livelihood by interpreting dreams out of a little book
of fate.
The stalls of the potters and fishmongers and
barbers were all around.
Here the mean man slunk
home, carrying the fish he had bargained for; the
superstitious man anointed with oil the sacred stones ;

the shameless man ran Away

from the butcher's stall

with a piece of tripe ; the fops loitered and gossiped in
the shops of the perfamers ; while over the city wall
the satirist fished with baits of gold for
philoscphers,

half a dozen years ago, many supposed they might be ridged roof has been lifted off, and it has been ascerdue to an encounter between the earth and a cloud of tained that no relics from the broken shrines were de- like the red fisherman of Praed’s poem.
w Aare all
meteoric dust.
Later investigations, however, seem to posited there.
But underneath there is a coffin lid, gone, and gone with them the temples, with the rough
have demonstrated that they were caused by the enor-

the

nous quantity of voleanic dust thrown into the upper
air by the stupendous eruption of Krakatoa in 1

th-

two or three months, and was accompanied by diseases

The great dry

fog of 1788, which

covered

Europe

for

which also was

raised, and there

beneath

lie the

un-

wooden

idols in the holy: of toliesy or with

the shin-

disturbed remains of an ancient archbishop, fully ing shape of Athene dimly seen in the shimmer of
vested. The body has been left asit was. The objects gold and ivory and precious stones, with all her
of value that were in the coffin have been carefully removed, and this, indeed, was a necessary precaution,

treasures around her.
What would not the antiquarian give to see all that Pausanias saw—the pictures,

for it would not have been wise to leave them there the woven raiment, the statutes, the ancient wooden
now that they are known to exist. These will form Hermes, offered by Cecrops, the serpent king, and
May, which we have just been experiencing again, has
rt of the treasures in the chapter library : a beauti- the Persian spoil, the breastplate of Masistius, the
been explained to the satisfaction of some people by ul chalice and uipotan silver
These are lost, yet in the
gilt; a gold ring dagger of Mardonius?

of the respiratory organs, has been ascribed to a meteoritic origin.
The annually recurring cold speil in
the theory of the interposition of a cloud of meteoritic
matter between the earth and the sun, the cloud being, of course, a permanent member of the solar system now, although it might have been picked up
originally by the sun in the course of its travels.
But leaving out of account mere possibilities, the es-

tablished facts of our peregrination in the universe appear sufficiently astonishing. Who would not wish to

change of things, we can look on what
usanias
never dreamed of beholding—the sword blades of
Agam emnon, etched with pictures in divers colored
ful noma ag 4on, the vestments. These will all be gold, and all the spoils of Troy, buried in his grave at
peioce help in the history of mediwvai art. And who rich Myceng. Time, that took away so much, has rek more, but of
s the arechb'
apon whom we have reverently gaz- stored a little, and is daily giving
ed? It is either Habert Walter, who died in
or Car- the gold most has been worn in circulation. Of the
dinal Stephen Langton, whose death was twenty-three ivory, who knows but that some examples may yet be
with an engraved
emerald ; the pastoral staff of cedar
wood, with a very poor volute, but with three engraved gems in the knob ; and some specimens of beauti-|

view with an
all-seeing eye this caravan of worlds
on years later. I do not now trouble you with the reasons
its way? Always gathering new material from the that led me to believe that the face I have seen is that
realms of space, adding comets and meteor swarms to of the great archbishop whe sided with the barons of
its dominion, the sun sweeps on, and the obedient England against King John in the struggle that
gave
planets follow in wide cireling orbits ; but whither we us
C
I am not exaggerating when I say
are going and how it will all end even the astronomers that I have seen the face of an archbishop who lived
cannot tell.—G@arrettP. Serviss, in N. Y. Sun.
six
and a half
ago. The state of preservation

found

seattered

in graves of the North, treasures

of

the wandering Norsemen and Teutons, who laid hands

on this, as on all the loot of the old world?
can never mare

which Pausap

world,

Bat time

bak the forgotten wealth of Athens,

saw

in a windless

in a lull of the wars of the

age

between

the defeat

of one

creed and the victory of another.—London
News.
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OF

the longest in Europe—with the eastern bank of that
jriver.
All the other towns—Nijoi-Novgorod, Saratov,
Tsaritsin—which are terminal railroad points on the
Volga, have no bridges, and the lines reaching
them
do not cross the river.
Under these conditions
ara
was pointed out as the proper starting point,and the
town through which must pass the great traffic between Europe and

TRAINS.

A PARLIAMENTARY paper has been issued containing the following return, for last January, from the
Great Northern, Great Eastern, London and NorthWestern, Great Western, Midland, South-Eastern, London, Chathaw, and Dover, London,
Brighton, and
South Coast, and London and South-Western Rail way
Companies, showing the arrival at London stations of
all
nger trains, as shown in the published time

nine trains daily in each direction, but the present supply of rolling stock is sufficient only for one mixed
train and two freight trains daily in each direction.

The grade and bri

are built for single track only,

and the standard width

straction of this road

of grade

is 18 feet.

The con.

presented many difficulties.

It

was impossible to find workmen enough along the line,

and the contractore

had to bring some

twenty thou-

tables of the company, etc.:

|

Returns for the Month of January, 1890.
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ROUTE

OF

THE

PROJECTED

GREAT

SIBERIAN

RAILROAD.

heavy black line from Samara to Chelabinsk shows the section completed or under construction ; the
dotted line from Chelabinsk eastward shows the proposed line of the road as described.

The building

of this road was decided upon by the] sand laborers from Central and Eastern Russia,”—
It was built directly by the gov-| Bradstreet’s.
ernment, under the superintendence of the State Rail(0007 trains)
5
road
Direction.
In
the
summer of 1885 the final surVictoria (4650
IMPROVED
ORE
CRUSHING
MILL.
vey aud location were made, in the following winter |
trains)
the necessary preparations were completed, and in| THE Lamberton ore crushing will, which we illus(11,677 |
|
|
Total
May, 1886, work was begun on the whole line.
It was! trate herewith, is an interesting example of a roller
;
[116s | 2
| 6°23
trains)
.
|
completed in August, 1888, and formally opened Sep-| will applied to the crushing of ores and to the manutember 8-20.
The total length of the road is 453 versts| facture of cement, phosphates, etc.
The adoption of
q London, Chatham
|
and Dover:
|
(32 0 miles); it begins at Kinel on the Orenbourg Rail-| the roller principle marks ao important difference beVictoria (4335
road, 38 versts (25 miles) from Samara, the section from tween this machine and all attrition wills.
In working
4°67 j16"es 19°37
trains)
,
'
Kinel to Samara being used by both roads.
From the the mill the waterial is placed in the hopper A, from
Holborn (2017
. |64°37 [14°65 19
starting point the line followe up the valleys of the which it is automatically fed at any desired rate down
Kinel and Kista Rivers, then rises over the
divide be- the hollow vertical shaft B, and, diverging at the bottrains)
“21
tween the watersheds of the Volga and the Kawa,
tom, fails underneath the group of rolling balls C, and
** Midland (9s1 |
trains)
;
The bails are of hardened
reaching a level 980 feet above Oufa ; then deseends by so is quickly pulverized.
¢¢ South-Eastern:
|
the valleys of the Koursak and Dioma Rivers to the steel, ten in number, and are driven round in the cupCharing - cross
|
Bielaia or White River, and crosses this river on a large shaped renewable track E by means of a heavy rotatzk
(5279 trains)
6 “TL 15°04 |17
Cannon - street
iron bridge, reaching the terminus at Oufa, on the ing disk H, which is also provided with a renewable
62 O4 |15°88
44
*22 } 07|
[17°36 | 2 om
(1300 trains)
right bank of the White River near the Sofronov land- face F bearing on the top of the balls.
The lower end
|ing, the point at which the navigation of the White of the hollow vertical shaft has a square end which
* In arriving at these proportions no allowance has been made for de
|
River
begins.
The
greatest
distance
between
stations
fits loosely into a square hole in the center of the rotattentions resulting
from fog or sto:m, or waiting for connecting trains of
other companies,
is sixteen miles, and the passing places on the single ing disk, and in this way imparts rotary motion to the
» | track line are so arranged as to permit the running of |disk, allowing at the same time perfect freedom for any
In the case of the long distance trains marked ** A
and the Seotch trains warked ‘“ B” the effect on the
averages of eliminating these causes of disturbance is
shown by the figures repeated below :
government
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RAILROAD.

THE term transcontinental railroad has become a
more or less familiar one in the United States, with
rapid transit from ocean to ocean available by half a
dozen routes
One has to pause when considering the
full significance of the words when applied to the
eastern hemisphere.
After a good deal of speculation
as to when
it would
be begun, a beginning has
already been made of the great Siberian Railroad,
which, when completed, will connect
Europe by rail
with Viadivostock, on the Japan Sea, distant from St.
Petersburg about 6,666 wiles,
In the current numberof the Railroad and Engineering Journa! are to be found a lengthy account of
the first section of the Siberian Railroad, by A, Zdzi- |
arski, engineer, and a wap of Siberia, showing the|
proposed railroa ' route across it.
The project orizinaliy contemplated connecting only |
the lakes and navigable streams of Siberia by rail, but
not connecting the whole with European Russia; but, |
as it appears, there isa movement on foot to build an}
extension of the Central Siberian Railroad to Zlatooust,
where

it would

in 1885.

connect

with

the

road

row

SEMI-SECTIONAL

PLAN.

building

from Samara.
The extension, about |.00) miles, traversesa very fertile and level country, crosses no great
rivers, and could be built at a low rate, probably not
exceeding 50,000,000 to 60,000,000 rubles.
It is almost certain, says Mr. Zdziarski, that the
Samara-Oufa Railroad in any case will be part o
Siberian system.
That gentleman writes that “it.
not without reason, as stated above, that this road has
been called the first link of the great Siberian line. |
Samara is the only town on the eastern shore of the

Volga River which

is connected

by the iron bridge—

+ Arrivals at Paddington and Bishop's road.
Sunday trains are included in the retnrn.
¢ Out of the whole of the trains in the above return which were upward of three minutes late, 823 in namber, 183 were from Carlisie and
=F bpm and their running is Spent
respectively upon the arrivals
of the
connecting trains from Scotiand and of the steamers from Ireland.

§ Fog of a dense character prevailed on the Ist, 2d, 4th, and 28th
January.
1 Most of the delays beyond fifteen minutes arose from the breaking
down of an engine in Merstham Tunnel on the Ist January, and an engine
leaving the rails at Victoria on the 27th January.
§ On ove day there was dense fog, and on three other days it was exceedingly foggy.
** The percentage is based upon the moe of 45 trains on week
a
. and 36 trains on Sundays, making a total
da ring the month of 98]
sarriving at St. Pancras.
+? Thie retarn does not include the Ist of January, on which day dense
fog prevailed, and the fogging cegnnetionn were in force. The longer deaye are chiefly to Continental trains.
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oscillation which may arise from unequal feeding.
ln
erashing ores by the wet process the water is allowed
to enter along with the feed, and the crashed ore is
washed out through four screens Din the manner
It is then caught in the eirusual in stamp batteries.
the mill, and led over the
cular trough ——
igamating plates.
= “dey crushing, the fan blades or scrapers attached
to the revolving disk H create an indaced current of
air down the hollow vertical shaft B, which assists in
blowing the fine material through the screens D, at the
sawe time serving to draw away all dust from the shaft
bearings and keeping the inside of the mill cool.
Another arrangement is to allow the mill to deliver freely
at one point from which the material is taken to a revolving screen, where the fine stuff is removed and the
coarse returned to hopper A for further reduction, the
whole being performed automatically.
The output in
wet crushing is 15 tons per day of twenty-four
hours,
and in dry crashing 12 tons.
Only 6 nominal horse
power is required for driving.
The renewable wearing
parts—viz., the balls C, track E, and face of disk F—
are castings, with no machine work on them whatever,
and can therefore be cheaply renewed when worn out.
The makers are Messrs. Lamberton & Co., Coatbridge,
Scotland.—Jndustries.
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suspended from hooks tixed to supports, through two
ehains bolted to the upper slat in the prolongation of
each of the rows of binges.
The raising of the daw is effected by weans of an
endiess chain and a windlass.
The chain descends
along the down stream face of the shutter, passes under
the bottem piece and rises aloug the up stream face.
ln rolling up the shutter each slat revolves in succes-

RETENVE

OE

arrangement, as well as of the rolled-up shutters, and
show the operation of raising the uprights.
The windlass that serves to maneuver the shutters moves over

a foot bridge supported by the uprights. This bridge
consists of jointed sections that fold up against the
uprights when

POSES

200.htres

POSES

DAM

NEAR

latterare

raised.

The frames are

part from the transverse bridge.

the dam. The thrust of the water carried back from
the frames tu the bridge is balanced by counterforts

tained

Fig. 1.—THE

the

suspended at the upper

and at the bottom they rest against a sill in the floor of
arranged forthe purpose upon the wasonry of the
abutments.
The windlass for maneuvering the uprights runs over a second bridge situated above the
first, against which the uprights rest when they are
completely raised.
At Poses, the maneuvering bridge
is established in contact with the suspension bridge.
The arrangements adopted permit, moreover, of lifting
the frames on the down stream side, should it become
pecessary.
The upper joints, in fact, have slides by
means of which it is possible to lift the frame to a
height equal to the height of the sill against which it
rests, and when it escapes from this the frame ean be
easily raised in the down stream direction.
The dam, which, as before stated, is 770 feet in
length, is divided into three distinet parts, two of
which have their sills leveled at the altitude of 11
feet, and the third at 17 feet. The depth of the re-

SEINE.

THE Poses dam, a model of which was shown at the
exposition, in the pavilion of the Minister of Public
Works, offers special interest by reason of the new arrangement that it presents.
We give a description of
it from the notice published by the minister on that oecasion.
This dam is located at kilometer 202 upon the ieft
branch of the Seine with respect to the isle of La Mouechette above the isle La Pointe.
It has a total length
of 770 feet and secures a storage of the exceptional
height of 16 feet, owing to which it maintains an anchorage of 10 feet in a reach 24 wiles in length, extending from Poses to Nutre-Dame-de-la-Garenne.
In the
first studies relative to the deepening of the draught
of water, a depth of 13 feet was provided for, and this
made it necessary to preserve an accessory dam impounding3 ft. of water in order to secure the necessary
navigable depth ; but the application of a new system
of dam due to Engineer Camere has permitted of attaining the height of 16 feet.
In this arrangement the
shutters are composed of a series of wooden slats placed horizontally one above another and resting against
the uprights.
These slats have a constant length, but
their thickness varies according to the height of the
charge of water that they have to support. When it is
desired to open the dam, they fold up bya motion analogous to that of a Venetian blind.
The joints cousist
of two rows of hinges placed upon the up stream side.
The successive slats roll around a special piece fixed
upon the lower slat.
This piece has at the lower part
a cylindrical surface having for directrix a half spiral
of an Archimedes screw.
The upper surface is plane,
and, on the up stream side of the shutter, is surmounted by three fillets whose contour forms the second half
spiral of the screw.
As for the shutter itself, that is
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sion around its joint, and the shutter may thus be rolled up wholly or in part, as may be desired. To prevent
a Ceviation of the shutter during the maneuvering of
it, there are fixed to the down stream face two rows of
small angle iron squares whose projecting part would
abut against the edge of the upright were the shutter
to move laterally. As for the uprights, they are jointed
at the top toa common axis at right angles with the
river, and fixed beneath a suspension bridge.
These
uprights extend, then, to the level of this bridge when
it is desired to open the dam.
The bridge, moreover,
is high enough above the level of the water to secure
beneath the uprights an easy flow of water during
freshets, and, at the same time, to allow boats to pass
when the dam isopen.
The figures give a view of this

water

is 27% feet.

The

foundations

of the

floors are established in a stratum of compact chalk,
forming a solid and impermeable bottom.
The upper
surface of the floor is plane, and raised on the up
stream side by a doucine starting from a level above
that of the sills against which the movable frames rest.
The height of these sills is 12 inches in the deep channels and 10 inches in the weir channels.
The frames
bear against them for nearly their entire height, leaving at the base a play of bet 4 inches.
A special
cast irop armature held by a large bolt connected
with
the anchorage rod in the foundation is fixed upon the
bearing stone and forme the bearing of the movable
frame.
The maneuvering and suspension bridges are
united at Poses, and thus form but a single structure
in this installation.
The shutters are made of yellow pine.
The slats all
have the same width of 8 inches.
There is a space of
0's of an inch between the consecutive slatsin order to
prevent any damage that wight occur to the hinges
| through the swelling of the wood.
This space, however, has no inconvenience as regards tightness, since
it is quickly closed when the shutter is immersed, both
by the swelling of the wood and the deposit of materials in suspension in the water.
There is likewise a
play of 144 inch at the extremities of the slats, the latter having a length of but 114% feet to covera free
| Space of 11% feet.
This interval is necessary in order
| to avoid wedging, and it is always easy to close it with
| joint covers when perfect tightness is desired.
The
| thickness of the slats increases from 144 to 2% inehes in
the weir channels, and even to 344 inches in the deep
ehannels.—La Nature.
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ACADEMICIANS.
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EACH year the National Academy of Sciences holds
two sessions, but it is only at the so-called stated
sessions that members are elected.
The mortality of
the academy during 1889 was unusually large. The distinguished Dalton, eminent for his teachings of physiology, died in February.
He was the first in this
country to illustrate his lectures with experiments performed on living animals.
His “Treatise of Human
Physiology” was aceepted authority, and passed thro’
seven editions.
By his death the presidency of the
College of Physicians and Surgeons in New York City
became vaeant.
Toward the end of April the versatile
Barnard passed away.
Gifted as a physicist, as an
educator, and asa writer, his presidency of Columbia
College for nearly a quarter of a century conferred
upon him a fame worthy of his great ability.
The

death of Elias Loomis followed next, in August, in New

:

Haven—quiet and alone he died.
No one in this
country was more able than he in the science of
meteorology, and his text books on higher mathematics have wade his name known in every school and
college where that subject is taught. The State geologist of New Jersey, George Hammell Cook, who excel\led in agrieulture, chemistry,
geology, and natural
| history, passed away in September. At the time of his
death he was filling the chair of geology and agriculture in Rutgers College, of which institution he was
also vice-president.
He, wore than any one else, was
most active in developing the natural resources of
New Jersey.
In October, Leo Lesquereux, of Columbus, Ohio, died.
He came to this country with Louis
Agassiz, and as an authority on fossil botany stood
foremost in the United States.
His studies of the coal,
formations of Ohio, Pennsylvania, Lilinois, Kentucky,
and Arkaneas are classic.
It was as successors to these most eminent scientists
that the academy chose at its recent meeting : Gen.
| Thomas L. Casey, Russell H. Chittenden, George L.
| Goodale, and Richmond M, Smith, of each of whom a
| brief notice is herewith given.
| Thomas Lincoln Casey is the son of Gen. Silas Casey,

who served in the Mexican war and with the army

of

|the Potomac during the civil war, and was born in
|Madison Barracks, Sackett’s Harbor, N. Y., on May
1/10, 1831.
He was graduated at the U. 8. Military
| Aeademy in 1852 among the first in his class, and serv|ed there
as avsistant professor of engineering during
| 1854-59.
Meanwhile
he had
been
promoted
first
| lieutenant in the engineer corps, and at the close of his
|service at West Point in 1859 he was assigned to the
command of the engineers then serving on the Pacific
coast.
During the civil war he was staff engineer at
Fortress Monroe, Va , and then bad charge of the permanent defenses and field fortifications upon the coast
of Maine.
His active service at the front was limited,
but he served on special duty during the first expedition to Fort Fisher in December, 1864.
He was promoted to major in October, 1863, and at the close of

the war received the brevets of lieutenant-colonel and

Fig. 3.—-RAISING

A FRAME.

Fig. 4.—ROLLING

UP

A SHUTTER,

colonel.
Subsequently he was engaged in the various
duties of an engineer officer, and in 1877 he was
placed
in charge of the public buildings and grounds
in the
Distriet of Columbia, including the Washington aqueduct and the construction of the buildings for the

state, war and navy departments, w:

were fin
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by him in 1888
Perh
his best known work is
the completion of the
Washington monument. After
years of inaction, it was finally determined to comalete this obelisk, the corner stone of which was
laid in 1848, and Col. Casey was given charge of it in
1878.
He successfully accomplished this task in 1884,
and it now stands in Washington, 555 feet high, without its equal in height on this continent.
In November, 1886, he became President of the Board of Engineers in New York city, under whose direction the great
national engineering improvements
are being conducted by means of which the Harlem river is to be
wade into a ship canal, connecting the East river with
the Hudson river.
His present appointment of chief of
enginpeors with the rank of brigadier-general came to
him in July, 1888, when he succeded Gen. JamesC.
Duane to that high office, in which, since its establishment, he has had but six predecessors.
Col. Casey’s
son is the third generation of the family to graduate

from the U. 8. Military Academy, and like his father,

whose full name he bears, is an officer in the engineers.
Of the engineers who have been elected members of
the National Academy, Bache, Barnard, Humphreys,
Mahan, Totten and
arren are dead, but Abbott,
Bartlett, Comstock, Meigs, Newton and Trowbridge
still survive.
From engineering to chemistry the distance is great,
but it is necessary for the academy to have the foremost representatives of each science among its mwembers, and therefore it choose Russell Henry Chittenden.
This scientist was born in New Haven, Conn., on
February 18, 1856.
He was graduated at the Sheffield
Scientific School of Yale in 1875, and then spent some
time in pursuing higher studies at the University of
Heidelberg, Germany.
He returned to New Haven in
1876 to accept the post of instructor in chemistry at
his alma mater, and in 1882 was made full professor of
physiological chemistry there, having meanwhile, in
1880, received the degree of doctor of philosophy for
his original investigations in the domain of physiological chemistry.
At present he has charge of the
laboratories that occupy the residence of the late
Joseph Sheffield, which building has recently become
the property of Yale University.
The results of his numerous researches have been
given to the world in papers which have been published in the American Chemical Journal, the Journal of
Physiology,
Zeitschrift
fur
Biologie
and
similar
periodicals,
besides
which
he has
edited several
volumes of ‘Studies from the Laboratory of Physiological Chemistry ’ of the Sheffield Scientific Sehoo! of
Yale College, ‘‘ consisting chiefly of papers reprinted
from the 7'ransactions of the Connecticut Academy of
Science.”
Prof. Chittenden has been frequently cailed
upon to testify. and he was the expert that made the
analysis of the stomach of Jennie Cramer, at the time
of the death of that unfortunate young woman, and
the thoroughness of his work made a favorable impression upon
his associates in important criminal
cases.
He isa member of several scientific societies,
and is a worthy successor to the place made vacant by
the death of Dr. Dalton.
While it is true that no exact successor to a member
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But if instead of drilling the crank-pin to carry the
pencil, we extend the crank-shaft beyond the bearing,

** Botanical Text Book” (1885).
Prof. Goodale is a
member of several scientific societies.
He is now in
Europe, but will return soon, and during the summer
will preside over the meeting of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, of which he is
president-elect.
The remaining new academician is Richmond Mayo
| Smith, who was born in Troy, Ohio, on February 9,
1854.
After graduating at Amherst College in 1875, he
spent some time ip study abroad, but returned in 1877
|to accept the appointment of tutor in history at
Columbia College.
He was made adjunct
professor of
history and political =e
in 1878, and
five years
later was promoted to the full professorship of political
economy and social science, which chair he still holds.
Prof. Smith, besides his duties in connection with the
School of Letters, is alsoa member of the faculty of

and key upon it a bar in
which the
pencil holder may

positions,

the

apparatus

line with the crank, to
be clamped in different

will be capable of tracing

other curves, someof which it may be interesting to
examine.
In Fig. 2, the point P upon the cissoid having been
determined as before, draw through it a borizontaj
chord in the translated generating circle.
Then the
middle point Q of this chord is a point upon the
witch, and its other extremity R is a point upon a
new curve, which may appropriately be called the

wizard, on account of its resemblance to and its asso-

ciation with the witch.
The close relationship of these three curves is wor.
thy of note.
They have the common critical point 0,
|the School of Political Science. He takes first rank the horizontal line through that point being normal to
the cissoid and tangent to the othertwo.
They cross
| among the men that have come to the new Columbia,
and his views on political science are regarded as high the horizontal C C’ at points whose distances from 0
| authority. He isan honorary member of the Academy are respectively once, twice, and thrice the radius of
of Political Science and a member of the Awerican the generating circle; and they have the common
Economie Association, to whose publications he con- asymptote A A’.
he horizontal chord through P’, in like manner,
tributed in 1888a valuable paper on “Statistics and
Now produce
Economies.”
His only other publication in book form gives R', a point upon the wizard.
Prof. Smith | P ‘C", to cut the circumference in 8, and draw R’ §,
is “Emigration and Immigration ” (1890).
is a tall, slender man, and is a frequent attendant at Then because P R’ Sis aright angle, R'S is vertical,
CC’. For the same abscissa,
the meetings of the Authors’ Club in this city, of which and is bisected at I by
then, we have a negative instead of a positive ordinate,
he is a member.
but
of
the
same
magnitude;
whence it follows that a
There is still a single vacancy in the National
wizard, in an inverted
Academy,
but as there were several candidates, it pencil at 8 will trace the
was deemed
best to wait until another year had position.
elapsed before any one else should be chosen.—AmerBisect P’ C’ at K ; then a pencil placed at this point
will describe a new curve K L J, which crosses C C’ at
ican Analyst.
a point L, the distance C L being obviously one and a
half times the radius of the generating circle.
The
INSTRUMENTS
FOR DRAWING
CURVES.
similarity of this curve to the wizard is apparent, but
becomes still more striking if it be drawn of twice the
By Prof. C. W. MacCorp, Se.D.
size, as shown at the left of the diagram;
the two
VIIL—THE CISSOID, AND ASSOCIATED CURVES.
curves have then the same tangent at O, the same
In Fig. 1, let
EF,
GH, be any two horizontal ordi- asymptote through A, and intersect C C" at the same
nates equidistant from the center C of the circle whose point: a relationship close enough to justify the
vertical diameter is
AO. Draw O H cutting E Fin P, bestowal of the name of elf upon this new member of
and produce OF to cut the prolongation of GH in P’ ; the fawily.

ie

Fig. 2.
INSTRUMENTS

FOR

DRAWING

CURVES.

of the academy is ever chosen, still an effort is made to | then P and P’ are points on the curve known as the
reserve a full complement of specialists, and so, as |cissoid of Diocles.
It is evident from this construction that the curve
yesquereux was to a certain extent a botanist, it was
, not unnataral that among the new members a botan- consists of two infinite branches, forming a cusp at O,
ist should be found.
George Lincoln Goodale was where O A is their common tangent, and having the
born in Saco, Me., on August 3, 1839.
After graduat- | horizontal A M as a common asymptote.
ing at Amherst College in 1860, he studied medicine
Now produce O H to cut A
in A’, and draw the
and received
his degree from both
Harvard
and vertical line A’ O'= A QO, bisected at C’ by the indefinBowdoin in 1863.
He began his practice in Portland, ite horizontal through C, and about C’ describe a cirMe., and became at the same time instructor of cle through A’ and O'. Then Ocuts the circumference
anatomy in the Portland School for Medical Instruc- of this cirele at a point whose distance from O’ wust
tion ; also, in 1864, he was appointed State Assayer of | be equal to the distance A H, because the angles C O
Maine.
In 1867 he was called to the chair of natural | A’, O A’ C’, are equal; but A H = OP, therefore the
point P, already
science and applied chemistry in Bowdoin College, and |intersection in question must bethe
Similarly, producing
a year later became professor of materia medica in the | known to lie upon the curve.
AM in A’, drawing the vertical A’ C’, and
Medical School of Maine, and also a member of the| O F to cut
State Board of Agriculture.
All of these various con: |describing an
equal circle about C’, its circumference
will pass through
P’.
nections he resigned in 1872, and went to Harvard
College, where he became instructor in botany and
The original circle of which C is the center is called
university lecturer on vegetable physiology.
Thence- the generating cirele; and by thus supposing it to be
forth his name has been associated with the botanical translated in a horizontal direction, we have a new
work at that great university.
In 1875 he became method of determining points upon the cissoid.
For
assistant professor of vegetable physiology, in 1878 example, draw through O any
line O A’ at pleasure,
aoe
of botany, and in 1879 director of the cutting the asymptote A M in A’, at which point draw
tanical garden.
On the death of Asa Gray in 1888, the vertical radius A” ©"; with this radius describe
he succeeded that distinguished scientist as Fisher about CC" an are cutting O A’ in P’, which point will
professor of natural history in Harvard University, lie upon the curve,
which chair he still holds.
He is also a member of the
This farnishes the basis for a very simple means of
council of Harvard College library, and since 1881 he tracing the cissoid by continnous motion, the skeleton
has been a member of the faculty of the museum of of whieh is indicated in the diagram by the heavy
comparative zoology.
Dr. Goodale is the author of lines,
Let OC’ P’ be a crank turning about the horizon‘Wild Plowers of North America” (1882), ‘Vegetable tally traveling center ©", the crank-pin, centrally
a gee
|” (1885), and “ Vegetable Histology ” (1985). drilled to carry the pencil, being controlled by sliding
The two
t named, with additional matter, have in a slotted bar, which is
pivoted at A" tothe frame
been combined
under the title of ‘* Physiological containing the bearing of the crank, and always passes
Botany” to form the second voluu:; of
Gray’s through the
fixed point O.

If on the other hand the length of C” P’ be doubled,
its extremity T will describe a symmetrical looped
curve, passing through C, and having a horizontal
asymptote at a distance above CC” equal to the
diameter of the generating circle.
This curve is believed to be also a new one, and from its companionship may properly be designated the sprite.
The instrument constructed in accordance with the
above scheme is represented in Fig. 3; the general
form and arrangement being very similar to those of
the device for tracing the witch described in SciEN-

TIFIC AMERICAN

SUPPLEMENT, No. 730, to which the

reader is referred for the explanation
which may appear obscure.
THE

CISSOID—NEWTON’S

of any

details

METHOD.

A very simple method of plotting the cissoid, dne to
Sir Isaac Newton, is shown in Fig. 4. On the vertical
line through C, set off a distance C E equal to the
diameter of the generating circle, and upon one edge of
a square, set off from its
a distance TC" also
equal to this diameter, and
tT C*at P’. Let the

square be so moved that the

ways on the horizontal line t
edge shall always pass through

point C” shall remain

al-

gh C, while its other
the fixed point E : then

the path of P’ will be a cissoid, whose cusp will be at
O; after reaching which point the square must be reversed in order to trace the other branch.
A demonstration of this is given in Fig. 5; the points

C, O, BE, 0’, P’, T, being set out as in Pig.4,draw C’ E
and P’ O: then since C’ T E, OC’ C E, are symmetrical

and equal triangles, P’ O will be parallel to 0” E, and
will bisect C’ C at L. Now draw through Ca pe
to C’ T, cutting P’ O at F, then the triangles

PL,

C F L, will be similar and equal, whence C F=O’ P’=
|C O, consequently F is a point on the cireumferenceof

Jury 12, 1890.
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the generating circle.
Also, P’
L=LF, therefore
letting fall upon ©" C the perpendiculars P’ R, F 8,
they will be equal. Hence, drawing P’.B, F D, parallel
to ©” ©; the point P’ is seen to satisfy the conditions
of a point upon the curve as at first defined.
It is
apparent at a glance that the working
edge of
Newton's
square corresponds to the crank, TP. C" in
Fig. 2; and
Fig. 4 illustrates the fact that all the curves
above named, with the exception of the witch, are the
loci of points upon that edge, and may also be plotted
by its aid.
An instrument for drawing them by continuous motion might be constructed upon Newton’s
principle ; but it would evidently be far less compact
than the one represented in Fig. 3, not only on account
of the remoteness of his fixed point, but because the
other edge (E T in Pig. 4) cae have to be extended
as far above as below T, in order to draw the parts of
the curves which lie to the right of the vertical line.
THE

CISSOID

A

ROULETTE.

In Fig. 6, the diagram C"
TEC being constructed us
before, join C" E, and draw at C’ a perpendicular to
C’C, also at E a perpendicular to TE ; these lines inter-

sect each other atl.
By reason of the parallels C’ I,
CE, the angles I C” E, C" EC, are equal : and by reason
of the

parallels C" T, LE, the angles

equal ; but

C’EI,

EC" T, are

E C’ T=C" EC, therefore I C°"E=C’ EI, and

I[C*=1 E. Consequently, I is a point upon the parabola whose focus is E and whose directrix is C* C, its
vertex being O, and its axis C E.
It is also apparent that lis a point upon another parabola hav
ing the focus C", the directrix T E, and the vertex P’.
Moreover, since I E T C’, [C°CE, are symmetrical and
eyual, the parabolic ares I P’, | O; are equel, and have
at I the common tangent IR perpendicular to C’" E.
Since by the construction, which is independent of the
distance between C and C’, P’ is a point upon the cissoid O P’, it is evident that the latter curve is the path
of the vertex of the parabola P’I, if it rolls upon the
fixed parabola OI.
The axis of the rolling parabola,
then, evidently corresponds to the edge of Newton’s
square in Fig. 4 and to the crank, T P’ C’ in Fig. 2;
and if to that parabola a piece be attached, as shown,
for carrying a pencil at different points, the same associated curves may thus be traced by rolling coutact ;
the focus of the moving parabola meantiwe traveling
along the directrix of the fixed one.
ANOTHER

DEVICE

FOR

DRAWING

THE
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| astrains might be dispatched from intermediate sta-

Jury

is stopped

by the nerve cells, which

12, 1890.

thus prevent im.

might be con- pulses traveling up the down track, or down the up
veyed to and impulses sent from some of the nerve cells track, aud no sensory impression ‘ould be sent up a
on the line, causing the phenomena of reflex action.. motor nerve and weet a motor impulse coming down,
tions, as we!l as the termini, so stimuli

A peculiarity of the nerve cells is the comparatively
long time required to arouse them to action.
The cell
has also to some extent a will of its own and power of
selection, for it stops some impulses altogether and
| others it breaks up and delivers by installments, so that
|although it cannot act without an original stimulus,
having received that stimulus, it becomes eta
mee
automatic.
The lecturer then explained that stimuli
|
applied to certain spots on the surface of the brain
|
produce effects in corresponding muscles on the opposite
| side of the body, and that the portion where the im—
to the hind limbs, for instance, originate could
localized.
It was probable that the impulses had
|not one but several
paths from their origin to their
destination, some of dus paths being easier, and oth|ers wore difficult.
| ‘These paths were of course very difficult to trace,
jany attempt at tracing them directly with the micro| seope being only possible in the embryonic stages. The
| method which had proved most useful was to prevent
| the use of a path by injuring the nerve, and so causing

Finally the method was being employed for the localization of special fibers in the spinal cord, but this re.

quired so wuch

time and labor that as yet little had

been attained in that direction.

EXPERIMENTS

ON

ELECTRIC

UNDULATIONS,

THE remarkable experiments by Prof. Hertz upon
electric unduiations were quite recently repeated by
Mr. Arnoux, With the assistance of Mr. Trouve, at the
annual exposition of the Physical Society ; but the
materiel used on this occasion was reduced to the
following
apparatus: (1) A Wimshurst
or Carre
electro-static ‘machine (Fig. 1) and (2) a few resonators
of different sizes passing from the ring to the rectilinear form (Fig. 2).

The

electro-static

machine

can

be easily kept

in

motion by a Trouve electric motor, in order to leave
the operator’s hands at liberty. The resonators consist
simply of rectilinear rods or of wire rings, whose extre| a change in its appearance beyond the break. Thus if wities, filed to a point, are held by corks. The latter
| the injury were to a sensory or up track, the degenera- contain an aperture at right angles with the axis, and
tion would be between it and the brain, but if it were through which an observation is made of the p
to a motor or down track, the degeneration would ap- of the spark between the two points held by the cork
pear on the side further from the brain ; if a portion of a slight distance apart and opposite each other.

WITCH.

In Fig. 7 let C’, as before, be the centerof the translated gentrating circle; draw O A’, determining P,
which point being projected upon A O' gives Q, a point

upon

the witch, as in Fig. 2.

Project P upou C C’' at

B, and draw BQ, PC’; these lines will be equal in
length, and will bisect each other at K. Through K
draw a parallel toO A’; this will eut A’ O' at E, and A
O produced at N, making A E=P K=O N=one-half
the radius of the generating circle.
Now let the generating circle carry with it a slotted
cross, and also a pivot at E.
In the slots of the cross
slide two

blocks,

to which

are

pivoted

the ends

of

the

link, B Q, at whose middle point, K, is pivoted a soeket.
Through this socket slides a rigid rod, pivoted at B,
and also sliding freely through a second similar socket
pivoted at the fixed point, N.
We have thus the skeleton

of a new

instrument

for

drawing

the witch,

that

eurve being the path of the point, Q. This device is
shown in Fig. 8, and is not only more simple than the
one illustrated in the preceding article of this series,
but will do more.
For the pencil holder being capable
of being secured at any position in a slotted bar below
the traveling frame, which bar is in line with B Q, and
earried by the pins at theends of that link, other curves
may be traced by it. If Q B be prolonyed aud doubled,

the path of the point, U, Fig. 7, thus determined, is a

new symmetrical looped curve passing through C, as
shown in Fig. 8; whose family relations fairly entitle
it to the name

of the goblin.

Since K, the middle poiut of B Q, is coincident with
the middle point of P C’, it follows that this apparatus
will also draw the elf.
Of the two

tion
and
lin;
link

instruments,

then,

one

wil] trace

in addi

to the cissoid, three others, viz., the wizard, elf,
sprite; the other one traces the witch, elf, and gobso that the elf may be regarded as the connecting
between the witch and the wizard, as well as be-

tween

the goblin

and

the sprite.

And

the fundament-

al idea of the translation of the generating circle, which |
was first introduced for the purpose of constructing the|
cissoid in a manner capable of embodiment in a practieal combination of rigid moving parts for tracing it by |
continuous motion, brings into prominence the fact
that that curve, by far the oldest of all these, is in real- |
ity the progenitor of the whole family.
ELECTRICAL

OF
THE
CORD.

RELATIONS
AND
SPINAL

BRAIN
Figs. 2, 3, AND

A LECTURE on this subject was given recently at the
Royal Institution, London, by Mr. Francis Gotch. The
lecturer first showed some fine sections of the spinal
cord as a whole, and of individual nerve fibers and
nerve cells, and explained the respective functions of
the fibers and cells.
He referred to the experiment of Helmholtz, showing
that if the nerve which caused a certain muscle to contract were stimulated, the nearer the point where the
stimulus was applied, the quicker was the response of
the muscle, as proving that the nerve did not awake as
a whole, but that the stimulus was passed along from
wm to part, the rate of progression of a verve stimulus
ing about

100 ft. per second,

or a mile a minute,

thus

being very much slower than the progression of light
or electricity.
-However, a stimulus given to a nerve

produced electrification of the verve fiber, as was shown
by

attaching

the

terminals

of

a

¢é

galvanometer

to a

the brain were injured, there would be degeneration of
the corresponding down track.
These marks of injury
can be traced down the spinal cord, but do not enter
the issuing nerves, showing that there are junctions
with other down tracks in those regions.
Experiments
had been andertaken by the lecturer to ascertain the
character of the impulses transmitted along the motor
fibers in certain characteristic epileptic muscular contractions.
For this purpose a
Lippmann’s capillary
electrometer was used, the galvanometer needle not
acting
sufficiently quick.
By this means
it was
proved that when the electrometer was attached to
the spinal cord there was an exact correspondence between its indications of electrification and the muscular
contractions.
This being the case, it was evident that
the electrical effects were not altered in quality by the
nerve cells of the cord before passing into the issuing

point in a nerve and to its cut extremity ; on then nerves.
stimulating the nerve further up, a deflection of the
On attaching the instruments to the nerves, however,
needle was produced.
Referring then to the distine- it was found to be very much diminished in quantity.
tion between sensory and motor nerves, the lecturer By dividing the spinal cord along the middle and teststated that there was no difference in the fibers them- ing the halves, it was found that the stimuli to one
selves, but only in their starting points and termina- side of the brain go down both sides of the spinal cord,
tions, the sensory ending in touch organs in the skin, although mainly on the side opposite to the stimulated
and the motor ending in the muscles they actuate.
part.
In the more highly organized animals the proHe compared them to the up and down lines ina portions passing down the two halves would be about
railway, with the nerve cells as stations, the sensory or ope to twenty, and in those less highly organized about
up line only carrying impressions from the touch one to four.
It was also found that-although a stimuorgans to the brain, and the motor or down track only lus to a nerve fiber produces an electrification which

carrying impulses from the brain to the muscles.

And

Fi4. 5.

4.

With so rudimentary a materiel as this, Mr. Arnoux
was enabled to show that all resonators, from the
smallest (0°2 inch in diameter)
to the largest (20
inches in diameter), operate equally well, thus demonstrating that a vibrator of fixed dimensions is capable
of giving rise to the production of electric vibrations
having very different wave lengths, contrary to the
——
of Mr. Hertz.
It results from this that, from
all the vibrations produced, each resonator singles out
those that are suited to it.
When one has a static machine at his disposal. he
ean repeat these experiments without introducing any
modification into them.

If the operation be performed

nished with

or deprived

with a machine

of condensers, the sparks

the resonator will have the same

appearance

fur-

of

as those

of the vibrator, which is here constituted by the exciting rods, AA’, of the machine. They are brilliant or
latent, according as the condensers are used or not.

All things equal, moreover, the phenomenon

is assur-

edly less brilliant than with the Ruhmkorff coil, but
it is quite sufficiently clear with static machines (Fig. 1)
having disks twenty inches in diameter.
Figs. 2, 3, and 4 show merely variants of this same

experiment, which, we believe, has already been point-

ed out by Mr. Lodge.
It gives a very clear idea of the
enormous resistance offered to the passage of the un-

dulating current when a spark is nade to pass between
the poe.

travels in both directions,
its progressin one direetion |sparks

DE,

of a

ring, B (Figs. 4 and 5), since

are easily obtained

between

the extremities,

Jury
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se
acne
<<
cc’, despite the short circuit existing

E

between

the

palls, AA’, of the
vi
r.
The same experiment might be repeated by placing
other; but the phenoeach
with
parallel
disks
two

wenon is less marked in the second case than in the
firet.—Le Gente Civil.
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weight.
It has, further, the special advantage of a
powerful field and the shortest possible magnetic cir-

tion flask, the tube of which is connected with a water

wutator, and affords
perfect self-regulation.
It way
also be added that, although it possesses a very strong
magnetic field, yet there is no external magnetism in
the machine, and, consequently, there is no danger of
damaging a good watch, even if placed on top of the
casing.
The motor isso coupled to the elevator gear
that it starts and stops with the winding machinery,
the whole being under perfect control of the operator
in the car, thus forming a self-contained ——
free from jerky and i
ular running of
detached
gearing, as when operated
by belts.

per, and placed in the liquid to be filtered. As soon
as the pressure inside the flask is reduced, filtration

cuit, which entirely prevents —

” at the com-

Wirn the rapid introduction of electric light and
the
wer stations into nearly every city and town in
unsur
civilized world, a source of power of
made
cheapness and yet great reliability has been
available for the performance of work needed for doThe difficulties heretofore experienced from beating
tic service in buildings of every description ; yet, and “burning out” have been effectually guard
notwithstanding the many advantages of this motive against in the construction of this machine ; and, in
wer, its safety, simplicity, extraordinary efficiency, connection with the operating device, employe an inabsence of noise, smell, smoke, ashes, and heat, also
at all times shows the operator in the
freedom from liability to damage by frost or by un- dicator which
car the exact position of the controlling and reversing
skilled attendance, its adaptation for elevator service
switch
on
the
motor.
resented many difficulties.
After several years of careful study and practical exElevator machinery, as a rule, meets with the roughNo other apparatus | periment, and after several of these machines have
est wanipuiation while in use.
been
in actual service for a number of months, elevator
|
strain—
such
to
exposed
operated by electric power is
users are now offered the first electrical elevator that
not cven in street railroad service, where, at least, the‘

exhaust
made

goes

puwp.

The shorter

wide, covered

on

with

with

considerable

bend of the L tube is

several

speed.

layers of filter paSeveral other

ar-

rangements of a similar character were shown.
In
the same room were an arrangement for the combustion of an organic compound ina current of oxygen, an apparatus for showing the formation of hydrogen peroxide during the slow combustion of ether in
contact with cold water, and an apparatus for drying
liquids by agitation with solid desiccating agents, this
being a frame of wood in the center of which the bottle is fixed, while the frame is rotated on its own axis
by a water motor.

The balance room contained two exhibits only, viz.:

The mercury distilling apparatus devised by Professor
Danstan and Mr. Dywond (this, by the way, was additionally interesting from the fact tnat the mercury in
descending one of the tubes generates electricity
by
friction, so that every few minutes there isa brilliant
flash).
Besides this apparatus was another devised by

Mr. W. A. Shenstone, to illustrate

of electric discharge,

but which

the different forms

interested the visitors

, and
cork

OTIS
oux
the
(20
onible
ous

the
‘om

out

he
any
fur. of
ose

same operator is constantly in charge and a systematic
inspection considered indispensable.
By carefully considering these special conditions, an
electric elevator has been perfected which is well suited
to many places where it has heretofore been impracti-

cable to use such an apparatus.

is successful in meeting the important requirements of
easy and gradual starting and stopping of the car, concurrent action of motor and winding machinery, and
utmost economy of operation.

PHARMACEUTICAL
SOCIETY
BRITAIN.

controlling the movement of
the elevator car) are
such as they have been constantly building for the
past twenty-five years ; consequently, in the elevator

THE

motion, and the slack cable stop, also the devices for

forty-ninth

annual

meeting

OF

GREAT

more on account of the strong ozone odor in the
vicinity, incited by the ages ert peer electric glow.

In certain respecis the exhibits

Hyoscyamus

pellus.
was

lately

held

made by Mr. E. M,

Holmes in the museum were the most instructive in
the building.
These included a large number of fresh
specimens from Mr. Holmes’own garden.
There were
fine specimens of mandrake, the two kindsof Seopola
which have lately attracted attention, Aconmiium naflorentina, etc.

niger (in flower), flowers of Iris

A specimen of resin which flowed from

in the Society's new premises, No. 16 Bloomsbury the tree before Abraham was born was not the least
curious of the things on show. This was Kyphi resin,
Square, London.
Proper there are no experimental features. To give
he arrangements for the conversazione were excel- used by the ancient Egyptians for making necklaces.
motionto the elevator machinery there is connected lent ; microscopes were numerous, those which reveal- The specimen referred to was part of the
B. C.),
therewith, and made part of the same, the very inge- ed specimens of pond life being quite popular. In of a mummy of the twelfth dynasty(
niously constructed motor invented by Mr. Rudolf Professor Green's room were Mr. D. Morris’ sugar cane and there was also shown a necklace of the same resin,
Eickemeyer, of Yonkers, N. Y., which possesses many
novel and meritorious features, especially adapted for

. 1)

power only in proportion to its load, and only while

8,

ELEVATOR.

The winding machin-

elevator service—for which it was expressed

ce

ELECTRIC

ery and safety appliances (including the safety governor, the gravity wedge safety, the automatic stop

, or
ot.
urput

me
ntthe
anen

BROS. & CO’S

designed.

his motor, when so combined with the elevator, stops
aud starts with a gradual movement, and consumes
the elevator is in use—thus effecting the greatest econo-

he, in consumption

of

power.

It possesses

in the

ighest degree the best points of motor construction,

and‘the highest efficiency yet obtained. Simple and
meena tr in all its parts, of the best material to meet
tricaland mechanical requirements, it is protected
by its unique construction, which makes the
motor

completely iron-clad without adding any unnecessary

seedling and other epecimens figuring the frait and
seed of the sugar cane.
Strange to say, little has been
known about this matter, and, so far as figure and description are concerned. the fruit was practically unknown.
Now that Mr. Morris has started the investigation of the matter, it is expected that something
will be done in cross fertilization, thereby creating new

date first century B. C.

In the library anteroom (first floor), Mr. Perey New-

berry

exhibited

three pages of an Eayptian book on

medicine written on

papyrus,

by a seri

namned User-

tesen Sen. This also goes back to the twelfth dynasty,
and was discovered by Mr. W. M. Flinders Petrie dur-

rapyras concomaine,dl
in see
Centtrallene
t. The
e@ papyrus
Sea
for the use of midwives Tlten in black and

un,
and improved varieties of sugar cane. In the research
laboratories, Professor Dunstan and his colleagues had rections
red
ink,
good exhibits of specimens illustrating all the researches which have been carried out in the laborato- form of

in hieratic

characters (@ cursive

hieroglyphies).

or

The black ink is used in
prey of the work for the sym ptomes, diagnosis,
ries. There were also several exceedingly ingenious
and the red ink is used at the heads of the
contrivances for
id filtration.
One of these is |scriptions,
made up ofan L tube,
which
is fitted intoa distilla- sections. There was also shown a fac-simile ofan unpub:
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preserved in the British

Museum, con-|
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less to grow a bushel of large and perfect apples than

with each other moreclosely.

There is alsoa very con-

siderable saving of time when a namber of determinptian | its does to ates a bushel of small and inferior fruit.
prescriptions written in the
taining
medi
me
"
It is farther evident that to produce good crops of ations are to be made.
hieratic writing of the nineteenth dynasty (B.-C. 1400I prefer to use rubber stoppers and connections.
It
1200), and chiefly ye
from the fact that it con-| apples for any number of years, the ground, when the

requires considerable boiling to
get new rubber entirely
free from ammonia, but once free there is no more
trouble,
and
a
stopper
will
last
for
a very long time.
from the fourth dynasty (circa B,
C. 4000—before the tion and fertility of the soil.
Lawrence Experiment Station,
The cheapest and most available source of obtainin
flood).
It ssenanll strange amid these relics of the
State Board of Health.
oldest known civilization to hear the sound of the cor- these substances, and applying them to the land, Massachusetts
—Amer. Chem. Jour.
net wafted from the next room from one of Edison's would in most cases be from ground bones, muriate of
»yhonographs!
What will the people of 5,000 years potash, kainit salts, superphosphate, or wood ashes.—
‘
rence wake of the
phonograph cylinder should they J. J. Willis, Harpenden.
A NEW
METHOD
FOR
THE
ANALYSIS OF
find one?
Will it Se asdeen & mystery to them as
ZINC AND COPPER ALLOYS.
the
papyrus was to every one at the conversazione?
SEALING TUBES UNDER PRESSURE.
Neediess to say, the phonograph
was
a great
By H. N. WARREN, Research Analyst.
attraction, and so were the
photographs showing
By A. RICHARDSON.
THE following method of separation of zine from copthe formation of drops, which
were exhibited by
Mr. ©. V. Boys, F.R.8., along with « thaumatrope, | IN experimenting with gases under pressure I have per and other allied metals, which was introduced by
which is a circular disk, upon which the forms of the | found it necessary to seal tubes hermetically after gases the author at the commencement of the present year,
trees are planted, must have phosphoric acid, potash,
and lime returned to it if we wish to keep up produc-

tains prescriptions copied from an earlier work, now
lost, which is said by the ancient cones to have dated

In order to do and is now being satisfactorily worked in several comdrop at minute intervals from the start to the finish | have been admitted under pressure.
are placed, so that when the disk is revolved the ob- this the following arrangement was employed with merciai laboratories, depends chiefly upon the supérior
affinity of magnesium to replace not only copper and
‘
server sees the gradual formation of the drop and the complete success :
The experimental tube, A, is joined to a T-piece, B, wetals of the same group, but by suitable means to efspherule, the oscillation of the pendent drop immediately afterward, the rebound of the spherule from the lateral limb of which is constricted as shown in the | fect a complete separation of such oxidizable metals as
‘The method, although speedy and acthe
pendent drop, the oscillation of the large drop as figure; a glass plug, D, is ground into the tube at E, zine, iron, ete.
it fails, and its rebound from the water below
into and serves the purpose of a valve opening inward. curate, is perhaps better suited in cases where an apWhen gas under pressure is allowed to enter the tube |proximate idea is known as to the nature of the alloy
which it fell.
at G the valve opens, but on removing the pressure | qualitatively.
In the case of the sample presented being a brass alloy, which should, for convenience sake,
CHEMICAL CONSTITUENTS OF APPLES.
be obtained in the form of filings, a suitable weighed
quantity is introduced into a small conical flask, to
In the recently issued Bulletin of the Missouri (Cowhich is added strong H.SO, in proportion to the quanlumbia), Department of Horticulture, an interesting
tity of sample taken.
On applying a gentle heat from
article is given by Professor J. W. Clark on the chemia sand bath for a few minutes the alloy is quickly rencal analysis of apples of the variety Ben Davis, in
dered suluble, and the whole diluted with water to a
order, as stated, to place before fruit growers in a conconvenient bulk.
cise and practical manner the ash analysis of apples in
A few coils of magnesium tape are now introdueed
their different stages of development, that the importinto the solution and the solution maintained at about
ance of thinning the fruit on
letting only the
100° F. until the whole of the copper is precipitated,
perfect specimens ripen might be made plain to all.
which is ascertained by the absence of a red precipitate
Three samples of the fruit were taken, as follows :
upon the addition of a drop of potassium sulphocyanide
1. Made up of green, immature apples picked from
to the filtrate.
The precipitated copper, which should
the tree July 9, and averaging 1 in. in diameter.

be of a perfect red color, is filtered and finally washed

2. Taken October 23, and composed of large and per-

is

eX
Ra
ee
Fe

into a tared

fect fruit, averaging 34¢ in. in diameter.
8. Also taken October 23, and made up of small and
imperfectly formed apples, which averaged 24, in. in
diameter.
ANALYSIS OF BEN
DAVIS
OF GROWTH.
ACTUAL
TIONS PER CENT

mined.

Smal)
Apples.

Ripe
Apples.

SSS

Average
Weight
Weight
Weight

the weight is readily obtained by the usual method. If
tin, antimony, or other metals of the same group are
suspected, the copper must necessarily be further exa-

APPLES
IN THREE
STAGES
QUANTITIES, AND PROPOR-

Unripe
Apples.

July 9.

|
Oct. 23. |
Oct. 23.

Grains.

| Grains,

Grains.

weight of whole fruit.|
47°7 |
215°0
of flesh in fruit.......)........ 201-0
of core in fruit.......) .......
140
5°51
443
of ash in fruit........

70°4
61°7
8°7
4°81

from without, it at once closes : the escape of gas from
A is thus prevented, and the tube may be sealed be-

|fore the

93°4
6°6
0°27
6°04

blowpipe at H. When the tube contains a
the plug should be moistened with it; this will form of thick sheet or rod is better adapted than that
prevent the escape of gas while the tube is being sealed, of tape, the precipitated zinc being the more readily
|even though the plug does not fit very accurately ; in detached from the same. Upon the introduction of the
| the absence of any liquid greater care in ———

the

magnesium a brisk reaction follows, accompanied

by a

| plug is required. The tube, F, serves for the admis- copious supply of hydrogen, the zine being entirel
| sion of liquid into the experimental tube in the first in- precipitated, insomuch that not the slightest precipi|
| Stance; it is then closed, and at the end of the experi- tate is obtained on the addition of ammonia and am-

87 6
12°4
0°34
0 52

From the foregoing data we Jearn that a large proportion of the mineral matter (ash) contained in the
apple is stored up during the early pat of its growth,
for, comparing the percentage of ash in the apples collected July 9 with those of the ripe fruit collected October 23, we find the largest amount in those earliest
«gathered.

The ripe apples are seen to contain two and one-half

times as much carbon as the unripe ones; thesmall, imperfectly formed fruit containing quite an immaterial
amount of carbon, scarcely more than one-half per

ment it is opened and the contents of the tube removed.
The rest of the apparatus is thus kept intact, and may

monia sulphide to the filtrate, the zine thus obtained
being treated as in the former instance, which, if suc-

long.—Chemical

ing.—Chem. News.

be used repeated 54 especially if the tube at H is fairly cessfully performed, shows very slight signs of oxidizNews.

APPARATUS FOR THE DETERMINATION
AMMONIAS
IN SAND AND SEWAGE.
By ALLEN

HAZEN.

In examining sand from filters it has been thought
desirable to determine free and albuminoid ammonia,
as this shows the amount of organic matter stored, in
the same terms as it is given for the filtered water or

sewage.
To accomplish

this, the apparatus

shown

HYDRIDE

OF

by the

figure has been used during the last two years.
A
liter flask, A, filled with ammonia-free water, serves simply to supply steam.
A small glass tube carries the
cent.
| steam to the bottom of the smal! flask, B, which conThe following table shows the analysis of the ashes| tains the sand. The steam passing through the sand
of apples at different stages of growth, the quantities very rapidly removes all free ammonia.
Alkaline oa
of the various ingredients being given in parts per 100, mavganate solution is then put in B, and the distillaSS
aS
aS
EB
Be
Pe
ET
SF
and calculated in ounces in 10 bushels or 500 Ib. of|
apples :
MINERAL
CONSTITUENTS
IN
BEN
DAVIS
APPLES
IN
THREE
DIFFERENT
STAGES
OF GROWTH.
PER- |
CENTAGE
QUANTITIES
AND
ACTUAL
QUANTITIES
IN TEN BUSHELS OF FRUIT.
Unripe Apples. | Ripe Apples.

To the filtrate is added a somewhat strong solution of
sodium acetate, and the whole raised to the boiling
point ; by this means any free sulphuric acid is neutralized, all the iron that may be present is precipitated
as tribasic acetate, and the sulphate of zine present
converted into acetate.
Into this is introduced a further quantity of magnesium, and, in this instance, the

| liquid

Per cent. | Per cent, |Per cent.

Amount of flesh in fruit......|......-.
Amount of core in fruit......|....
...
Ash in whole apples.... .....
0°29
Carbon in same..........+++:
2°35

platinum dish by the aid of a small quan-

tity of ether, and dried in the air bath, from whence

| Small Apples.

OF

PHOSPHORUS.

A PAPER upon the spontaneous inflammable liquid
hydride of phosphorus, P:H,, is communicated by
Drs. Gattermann and Haussknecht, of Heidelberg, to
the new number of the Berichte (p. 1174).
Owing to
the disagreeable and highly
dangerous properties of
this substance, its chemical
history has never been completed ; very little, indeed, has been hitherto added to
our knowledge concerning it since its discovery by

Thenard in 1845. The Heidelberg chemists have devised a much better mode of preparing the liquid from
phosphide of calcium, by meansof which it is obtained
in a state of almost perfect purity.
A Woulfe’s bottle
with three necks and of about two liters capacity

is three parts filled with water. The central tubulus
serves to introduce a wide tube of 15 mui. diameter expanded into a funnel at the top and passing down to
about three centimeters beneath the water. One of
the side necks is fitted with a cork and a bent tube
just dipping beneath the surface of the water, through
which a current of hyd

gas can be driven.

The

third tubulus carries the delivery tube which permits
of the escape
of first the hydrogen,
products of the reaction between
phide and the water into a special
arrangement.
The Woulfe’s bottle

and afterward the
the calcium phosform of condensing
is piaced in a capa-

cious water bath, which is heated to 60 deg. C. as soon

as all the air is —

by the carrent

of hydrogen.

The calcium phosphide is then introduced through the
July 9.
Per ct,

Peer
Ferric oxide.....

Oz.

Oct. 23.
| Perct. | Oz.

0°58}
0°47;

0°13
O°11)

RAGRO. o acccece
cee 6°85)
Magnesia ......
4°80}
Potaal.
00 scsese 54°02)
EGNRL-5 owheseetese
2°1
Undetermined. .| 22°22)

1°58)
1°11)
12°49)
0°49}
5°14)

Phosphoric acid.|

8°96)

2°07)

1°23)
0°46)

8°20)

5°66)
4°30;
56°74)
1°94)
21°47;

Oct, 23.
| Perct.;

0°26.
O11)

2:1
0°66)

1°21,
0°93
12°12
O41;
4°50

8
4°76]
52°44)
2°08)
20°62)

2°23

8°73)

Oz.

0°59 |
0°18

2°39

central wide tube in pieces about two grammes in
weight, until in about 15 to 20 minutes’ time
upward of

50 grammes
pass first

have been added.

through

The escaping

an empty wide test tube in which

most of the admixed water
into an upright tube, narrowed

r is condensed, then
in its lower half, and

2°42
closed at the bottom, which forms a suitable receptacle
1°30 tion continued.
~ means of an exit tube the
The albuminoid ammonia is given off for the liquid hydride.
14°35 much more rapidly than iu the ordinary water distilla- remaining gases are permitted to escape ; owing
to a
0°57 tion, owing to the concentration of the perwanganate,
little admixed and uncondensed vapor of the liquid,
5°56 |which is put upon the sand full strength, while in they burn spontaneously
at the mouth of the tube.
water analysis it is diluted to eight or ten times its The condenser is surrounded with iced water instead of
Total..... ..|100°
23° 12/100°00) 21°76 100°
27°36 volume by the water.
One portion of 50 ¢. ce. in- a freezing wixture, so that the condensation may be
i
variably contains all the free ammonia.
The first observed. In about five minutes after commencing
rtion of albuminoid ammonia, when boiling rapid- the operation clear, colorless, highly refractive drops
The only ingredients contained in the ash which
into the narrower
y, usually
contains at least eight or nine tenths of of the liquid form and run down
there is any need of noting are the phosphoric acid, the when. and the second portion has almost all —
of the condenser, about 2 c¢. ¢. being obtained
potash, and lime; for these are the only ones in which of the rest, so that only two tubes need be collected.
rom 50 grammes calcium phosphide. The experiment
the soil is likely to become deficient, and, therefore, Bumping is impossible.
The condensation of steam in must not be performed in sunlight, otherwise the liquid
o need to be returned to the land to keep up its fer- the small flask is not excessive, but if necessary it may rn ae! decomposes, in the manner described by
Thetility.
pard, into gaseous PH; and solid P.H,. By a slight adbe heated with a low flame.
From the above analysis we find there would be
I have found this apparatus to be well adapted to the dition to the above arrangement, all three hydrides of
taken from an acre of land set with apple trees, 30 ft. examination of sewage and anything which
The
contains phosphorus may be simultaneously peepee.
apart, and yielding 10 bushels of fruit to the tree, by enough ammonia.
through
a large
The great bulk of pure water which escaping gases are allowed to
sample No. 1, 6 1b. of phosphoric acid, 3744 |b. of
pot- it would be necessary to use prevents its application to flask containing hydrochloric
which decow
ash, and 4% |b. of lime; by sample No, 2, 7 Ib. whee: ordinary water analysis.
the vaporof the remaining liquid hydride, and
eS

phorie acid, 37 Ib. potash, and 84 Ib. of lime; by samThe amount of free ammonia thus obtained is the
ple No, 8, 7 lb. of phosphoric acid, 43 lb. of potash, sameas that found by the usual
process of dilution
and 744 Ib. of lime.
with
— water and direct distillation.
The aibuFrom these facts we learn the importance of thin- minoid
ammonia iscommonlya little greater, owing
ning fruit as soon as it is of sufficient size to show the to the concentration of the permanganate, but the rewormy and imperfect specimens, and also that it costs sults are sharper and different determinations agree

quantities of the

yellow solid,

P.H., separate out.

eseaping gas, which may be co’
over water, is
non-spontaneously inflammable. and consists of prac-

tically pure PH:. Liquid P.H, boils ey
pe
a
without decomposition when not suddenly
58 deg. under a pressure of 753 mm. Its specific
gra

at
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eaa
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t
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vity at 12 deg. is 1:007, nearly the same as that of water.

Exposed to sunlight, it becomes yellow in half-an hour,
due to the formation of solid P,Hs, which remains at
first dissolved ; after 2 to 3 hours’ exposure the yellow
solid begins to separate out, and in 14¢ days 02
, in accordance with the
gramme is totally decom
containing

sealed

Consequently,

equation 5P,;H.=6PHs+P.Hs.

tubes

this substance

exposed

in daylight

are very dangerous articles. Owingto the accumulation of PH: gas, they are apt to explode with deafen-

ing concussion and production of a wide-spreading and
very brilliant flame, —
if the drawn out end

becomes accidently broken off.—Wature.
NOTE

ON

THE
ISOLATION OF
FYING ORGANISM.
By R. WARINGTON,

THE

NITRI-

with

kerosene), consists simply of methyl salicylate.

The synthetic oil, as manufactured, does not contain
any trace of benzoic acid, and cannot be distinguished
from either the natural oil of wintergreen or the oil of

b
bireh by the addition of an excess of a cold solution of weight and even fall to
is destruction
of skin is one of the great dangers
potassium hydrate.
.
in leather manufacture ; frequently, small portions of

METHODS OF BACTERIOLOGICAL RESEARCH,
WITH
SOME
ACCOUNT
OF
BRAN
FERMENTATION.*
By J. T. Woon.

Ow March 18, Prof. P. F. Frankland and Mrs. Frankland communieated to the Royal Society an account of first forms noticed were rod shaped, but now

twenty-four cultures.

From these nitrified solutions gelatin plates were prepared.
The organisms
which appeared
upon the

gelatin were introduced into ammoniacal solutions
perfectly similarto those from which they had been

the bacteria and eaten away, so that the leather

is

I have

not thoroughly investigated the various microbes contained in it, but among

Bacillus

subtilis,

others

Microeoceus

are Bacterium

fulvus,

and

termo,

poy

tive process known as “‘ drenching.”
They are placed in vats containing a mixture of
bran and water, about 0°4 per cent. of bran, at a temperature
of 30°-35° C. This ferments vigorously for
that all 18-24 hours,
with evolution of considerable
quantities

The word
bacterium is derived from the Greek
rivative of Saxrpor, diminutive, a stick, because

their investigation on the isolation of the nitrifying
organism.
As I have myself been working for some
time on the same subject,I desire to make a few re-|
marks on their communication.
The medium they made use of was an ammoniacal
solution containing no organic matter ; this was originally seeded with a small quantity of garden soil. From
this solution, when nitrified, a second solution was
seeded, from the second a third, and so on, through

the fine surface or “ grain” of the skin are attacked b
covered with lines and markings, or “ flaked.”

Bacterium ure of Cohn.
The liquid is usually slightBEFORE explaining the use of these simple pieces of
ly alkaline, and ammonia and other gases are given off
apparatus which are req uired for the investigation |
in small quantities.
of nore
I will give a slight outline of the origin
After bating, the skins go through a truly fermentaand growth of the now widely extended science of

bacteriology.

F.R.S.

many are putrefactive ferments, or saprophytes. I
have isolated ina plate cultivation several species of
bacillus which liquefied the gelatine. This explains
why skins which are left too long in the bate lose

dethe

forms, from granules (micrococci) to long, thread-like
forms (leptothrix), are known, they are better describoq by the word
“micro-organisms” or the French
word “microbe,” which was introduced in 1878 by
Sedillot. As early as the seventeenth century Leuwenhoek noticed these organisms, and in 1773 O. F. Muller
named two genera Monas and Vibrio.
In 1838 Ehrenberg published “ Die Infusionsthierchen als vollkom-

of a gas and formation of weak organic acids, which
have a slight swelling or “ filling ” action on the skin,

and cleanse the pores and wake it in a fit condition to
receive

the

tannin.

On

examination

with

a high

power of the microscope, the liquid is seen to be crowded with active bacteria.

Fig. 2 is a drawing

mene Organismen,” and about the same time Dujardin

of the organisms

seen

in the

Fig. 2.

was engaged in research on the minute organisms in infusions ; they classed the forms which they described

as iufusoria, and as such, members of the animal kingdom.

At

that

time

naturalists

had

hardly

begun

to

science, especially

in

originally obtained, but in no case did any nitrification realize that movement was not solely the property of
take place. The authors next resorted to the dilution animals.
It was Cohn (Untersuch. uber d.
Entwickmethod, and after many trials succeeded, by seeding elungsgeseh. d. microscop. Algen u. Pilze) in 1853 who
from a nitrified solution diluted
to one million times its first proved on grounds of morphology and developvolume, in obtaining nitrification in an ammoniacal
ment that bacteria are plants.
ageli (Ueber Nosema
solution, which, when nitrified, yielded no growth on Bombycis) in 1857 showed that bacteria or schizomygelatin.
This nitrifying organism they describeas a cetes, the German spaltpilze, should be classed with
stmiall bacillo-ecoceus ; one of its special characteristics, the fungi instead of alge.
Since that time investigaas already mentioned, is that it will grow on gelatin.
tors have grown apace, and scores of names might be
My own work, which is as yet unpublished, has been mentioned of able scientists who have added and are
conducted on similar lines; and, as far as it has gone, adding to our knowledge of these organisms (Pasteur,
entirely confirms the statements made in the earlier Billroth, Klebs, Koch, Nageli, Zopf, ete.), and bacteri-

part of Frankland’s communication.

Having prepared successive cultures of the nitrifying
organism in weak solutions of ammonium carbonate,
containing the nevessary nutritive salts, but no organic
matter, I proceeded to isolate the bacteria present by
means of plate cultures, or by Klein’s method of
spreading with a loopof platinum wire an extremely
thin film of the solution, diluted if necessary, over a
sloping surface of nutrient gelatin contained in a test
tube.
The growths on gelatin were in all cases simple
in character, and from three solutions only
one organism was obtained.
As these solutions
had actively
nitrified, and were fully capable of setting up nitrification in other solutions to which they were added, the
probability seemed strong that the single organism
obtained from them wasin fact the nitrifying agent.
This organism, however, and also all the other organisms previously separated by culture on gelatin from
nitrifying solations, obstinately refused to nitrify when
introduced either alone or in mixture into fluids susceptible of nitrification.
In a written report made to the
managing committee of the Rothamsted Agricultural
Trust on Feb. 14,1 gavean outline of these results,

and said :

‘We wust therefore assume either—1. That

ology has become an important

the field of medical research.
Mr. Wood here explained the principal methods
employed in studying the development and action of
bacteria.
He illustrated this by describing different
media for their cultivation, and exhibited the different
Mag. 1,000 diam.
pieces of apparatus required, e.g.: A Leitz’ micro- ORGANISMS IN BRAN LIQUOR.
scope
and all accessories ; hot air sterilizer; hot filter
and flask arranged for filtering nutrient gelatine,
r “drench” in the early stages of fermentation, mag.
agar, ete.; cultivation flasks and tubes ; damp chamber 1,000 diameters.
and plates ;
potato cultivations, etc.]
This was taken from a vat that had been started
After this brief sketch of the method of bacterio- about three hours ; the bacteria form chains. The short
logical research I will now show you a few drawings chains (like the pairs of dumb bells) are motile, but do

and give you ashort account of some

bacteria

whose

not move very rapidly.

As the fermentation proceeds

action and development I have specially studied, and these form longer chains (Fig. 3), some
which occur in the tanning and preparatory
processes
in which I am en
Tanning, to apply the words
Fig. 3.
which Dr. W. 8. Squire (this Journal, 1584, 406) used in
reference to brewing, has, like all ancient industries,
become
perfect in the course of ages by a ae em piricism.
he practical man, warned by failures in one

of which

are

direction or another, learned by sheer practice that
method which yielded the best results without troub-

ling himself about the why and wherefore.
But the
the nitrifying organism does not grow on gelatin, or 2, “rule of thumb” processes of tanning, more so than
that it loses its property of nitrification
when so brewing, have shown themselves under the light of
grown.”
The experiments I had then in hand were scientific investigation to be of a most complex nature,
specially designed to test the truth of the second alter- belonging to a domain of organic chemistry very little

native.

“a,

I have employed the dilution method to a limited exn preparing skins for light and soft leathers they
tent. Seeding with a nitrified solution diluted to 500 are first washed to remove the bulk of the lime, they
times its volume, I failed in two instances to obtain are >
ee through a “ bate” or liquid composed
nitrification, while in three instances nitrifieation took of dogs’
dung and water at a temperature of between
place; in all the latter cases I obtained the usual 30°-40° C.; this rather disgusting process has been in
growth on gelatin.
use for many centuries, and yet no efficient substitute
The nitrifying organism described by Frankland ap- has been discovered for it, although many different
pears to agree in form with the small oval coccus origin- attempts have been made.
ally mentioned by Schloesing and Mantz, but the isolaThe latest, of German introduction, consists in the
tion and characters of which were

so imperfectly de- application of a solution of cresotinic or cresotic acid
scribed that it was difficult to know what amount of (oxytoluic acid), C,H;.CHs.OH.COOH.
weight should be given to their statement.
Skins in the bate lose their plumpness and firmness
It is important to note that the bacterium isolated and become soft and slippery, or “fall” as we term it,
by Frankland produces only nitrous acid.
This is and at the same time the last traces of lime not removquite in accordance with my own long experience of ed by washing are dissolved out.
Many of the liquids
what ocenrs when successive cultures are made from a tried freed the skins completely from lime, but the renitrifying fluid ; the product soon becomes purely nit- sultant leather
has proved too hard and rough. This
rous, and the nitrites thus produced are quite
perma- failure to find a substitute for the manure
te is, I
nent.

We must therefore suppose either that the pro-

duction of nitric acid requires the presence of two organisms, one of which disappears during successive cultures ;or else that the nitrifying bacterium suffers a

diminution of power during artificial cultivation.

That

the formation of nitrie from nitrous acid may be
brought about by a second organism I am ina position
to assert, but this of course does not exclude the possibility of the second alternative.
I hope, before long, to communicate to the Chemical
Goelety the full results of my investigation.—Chem.

CHAINS

OF

very beautiful

BRAN
objects.

FERMENT.
The

other

Mag. 1,000 diam,
organisms

shown

in the figure are probably introduced along with
the skins from the bate liquor, and later on, as the
nutriment of the bran ferment becomes less, they begin to develop (Fig. 4), first causing butyric fermenta-

believe, in a great measure due to the fact that the
action is partly caused by bacteria.
On examining a

Fig. 4.

“ pure liquor,” as the bate is called, with a power of
about 600 diameters, the liquid is seem to be crowded
with bacteria.

The illustration (Fig. 1) shows bacteria

Fig. 1.

ws,

OIL OF WINTERGREEN.
_THERE are three kinds of oil which go by this name,
Viz., the oil distilled from the leaves and twigs of Gaultheria procumbens, the oil obtained by distillation from

the bark of Betula lenta, and the artificial or synthetic

oil. There have been differences of opinion between
authorities regarding these oils, and now Professor F.

B. Power seeks to set the differences at rest by reviewing the whole subject at some length in Pharmaceupee yey
Seistieg the facts given therein,
’
at
the followi ng are the characteristics
i
the three
oils;
of

8D. Branson.

True oil.

1° 18%

ling point .......218-221° Cc.

Bireh oil.

Artificial oil,

219-221° C.

221-228° C.

11851

the

FERMENTATION, ADVANCED
Mag. 1,000 diam.

STAGE.

11888

Sp. rot. pow..... —2° C. (for 200mm.)
_nill
nil.
_ Achemiecal examination of the oil led to the follow™e,Regge

BRAN

my:

ural oil of wintergreen consists of meth

ORGANISMS

IN BATE

LIQUOR.

salicylate, with small amounts (0°38 per cent. or less) 7 I have observed at different times in bate liquor.
The es which is the optically active constituent. They are nearly all motile, possessing flageliz, and
oilof birch, when pure (it is often adulterated
* Read before the Society of Chemical Industry, Nottingham.

skins are ra
destroyed. The batyric
acid formed
sy thane bantesle Goan bot ofShealt
vrthegap
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thought that the was. given off was. carbon

dioxide; of the cellulose of the bran, the fibrin and other albutaper into a tube full minous bodies serving for its nutriment.
The skins

one
day on introducing a pe
of the ge expecting to see it extinguished, to my surprise the was sharply exploded.
This was due to its
admixture with air, for, on collecting another tube
full, and carefully lighting it, mouth downward, the
gas burned witha, bluish flame
It contains carbon
dioxide and hydrogen or wethane and other hydrocarbons, and has a peculiar disagreable smell.
About
1 liter of gas is evolved from 20 liters of the fermenting
liquid, that is, 80 grus. of bran give a liter of the gas
in the 18 to 24 hours required for the fermentation at
the temperature of 30°; the life of the microbes themselves is wuch longer.
1 first tried to isolate the special ferment, which
causes this fermentation, by plate cultivations with
the nutrient gelatine of Klein’s formula, but found,
after many attempts, that the bate organisms, bacilli,
etc., developed, instead of the one of which I was in
search.
The first pure cultivation I obtained was by the
fractional method.
A very minute quantity of liquid from a normally
fermenting vat was introduced, by means of a freshly
made capillary pipette, into a sterile tube containing
bran infusion ; this was placed on the incubator, and
the organism in greatest abundance,
7. ¢., the one
causing the fermentation, develops first; as soon as
the liquid in the tube was observed to become cloudy,
indicating the development of the bacteria, a minute
portion was used for inoculating a fresh tube; this
second “attenuation ” was then carried on to five or
six more tubes,
I found the fifth tube to contain one species of
bacteria, giving invariably similar growths in other
tubes, and producing the same fermentation in sterile
brau infusions.
They are active mostly in the form of
pairs or dumb bells, each cell 0°75 # by 1°25 4 (Pig. 5),
varying slightly in size, some forming chains ; those
on the surface become surrounded by a kind of jelly
(Fig. 5) and form aun iridescent pellicle on the surface

have

no

influence, and

under

T= Dp
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ordinary circumstances

take no part in the fermentation. A vat filled with
cloths instead of skins ferwents in exactly the same
way as vats’ filled with skins. Some bacteria, when
grown

PUBLISHED

in liquids containing starch, are stained blue by

Terms

the application of iodine, showing that the starch has
diffused into the cells in a soluble form. The braun

bacteria do not give the blue iodine reaction in any
stage of thelr growth which I have yet observed.
The
starch is decom
, but no soluble amyloid body
which is colored
blue by iodine exists in the cells.
In
appearance the ferment much resembles the viscous

ferment of wine mentioned

by Pasteur 1 «-1°2 w in

length, and in its action the mucic fermentation investigation by Kramer (this Journal, 1#89, 811), and may
cause the slight ropiness of the liquids in asimilar way.
This viscous matter is a modifieation of cellulose; carbon dioxide is given off, but no hydrogen in the mucic
fermentation (Kramer).
Not much can be surmised from the fourm alone, as it
varies according to the nutrient conditions and from
other causes; in the present case I have shown the
forms of my pure cultivations to vary considerably
when grown in different wedia.
It will be seen from the constitution of the fermenting liquid that the fermentation I have just described,
and the reactions which take place, are exceedingly
complicated, and at present 1 am unable to state the
exact mannerin which the ferment acts, much less to
give the chemical equations representing the decompositions effected.
The nature and constitution of starches and albuminoids is one of the most difficult
problems of organic
chemistry, and I can get no reliable information about
the particular fermentation I have introduced to you.
I am hoping to be able to follow the subject and to
have the pleasure at a future meeting of giving a more
complete account of the action and products of the
bran ferment.
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Mag. 1,000 diam.

CULTIVATION.

practically, a large and splendid

Magazine

ot Architecture, richly adorned with elegant pilates

in colors and with fine engravings, illustrating the
most interesting examples of modern Architectural
Construction and allied subjects.
of the liquid, the zooglow form.
When the nutriment
A special feature is the presentation in each number
of the liquid is exhausted, this film, which is not very of a variety of the latest and best plans for private
dense, sinks to the bottom, and the liquid above be-| residences, city and country, including those of very
I have followed the developcomes somewhat clear.
moderate cost as well as the more expensive.
Draw“ment up to this point, and
have seen
no formation
ings in perspective and in color are given, together
of spores, that is true or endo spores; the sediment with full Pians, Specifications, Costs, Bills of Estimate,
consists of segments of the cells, which act as spores and Sheets of Details.
(arthrospores) and if introduced into a fresh nutrient
No other building paper contains so many
plans,
medium, reproduce and carry on the fermentation.
details, and specifications regularly presented
as the
After the fermentation the liquids, both in the vats ScrENTIFIC AMERICAN.
Hundreds of dwellings have
and tubes of pure cultivations, are always slightly already been erected on the various plans we have
ropy.
Its action and morphological appearance
in issued during the past year, and many others are in
other nutrient media are different.
Ina bran infusion process of construction.
containing glucose it forms long, thread-like or leptoArchitects, Builders, and Owners will find this work
thrix forme in one stage ; the forms on the surface are valuable in farnishing fresh and useful suggestions.
usually most regular in size, but the ferment is not All who contemplate building or improving homes, or
aerobic, active forms being found
in almost equal erecting structures of any kind, have before them in
abundance in every part of the liquid.
It grows very this work an almost endless series of the /atest and best
well on sterile potatoes, and appears as a whity brown |ewamples from which to make selections, thus saving
slime spreading on either side the track of the needle time and money.
by which the inoculation was made.
Many other subjects, including Sewerage, Piping,
This rapid and easy yrowth seems to show that the! Lighting, Warming, Ventilating, Decorating, Laying
ferment can utilize the starch in its undissolved and out of Grounds, etc., are illustrated.
An extensive
unchanged condition, and explains why a vat wade up Compendium of Manufacturers’ Announcements is also
with bran and cold water will ferment the sawe as one| given, in which the most reliable and approved Buildin which the bran was first scalded, only much wore | ing Materials, Goods, Machines, Tools, and Appliances
slowly.
The same gas is, however, given off, and the are described and illustrated, with addresses of the
fermentation appears in every way to be the same.
Ou makers, ete.
testing the liquids both beforeand after the fermentaThe fullness, richness, cheapness, and convenience of
tion with Fehling’s solution no reduction takes place, | this work have won for it the La
t Circulation
showing that there is no change of the starch into! of any Architectural publication in the world
maltose.
A Catalogue of valuable books on Architecture,
On testing with iodine, all freshly made.up vats and Building,
Carpentry,
Masonry,
Heating, Warming,
sterile tubes give the blue starch coloration strongly; Lighting, Ventilation, and all branches of industry
after the fermentation they do not give it, showing that pertaining to the art of Building, is supplied free of
all the starch is decomposed.
charge, sent to any address.
A sterile tube (which gave the blue iodine coloration) |
MUNN
& CO., Publishers,
was inoculated from one of the tubes of pure cultiva- |
361
Broadway, New York.
tion and tested every day by means of a drop withdrawn
by a sterile pipette on a white plate.
At the end of the

seventh day the iodine reaction did

not appear, al

ing that all the starch was decomposed.
his oceurs
much sooner in the vats, owing to the large amount of | Building
Plans and Specifications.
the ferment acting.
|
|
In
connection
with the publication of the BurLpIne
The total constituents per 100 c.c. of the infusion

| Eprtion of the ScrENTIFIC AMERICAN, Messrs. Munn

are:
Grm

& Co, furnish plans and specifications for buildings
|of every kind, including Churches, Schools, Stores,
| Dwellings, Carriage Houses, Barns, etc.
In this work they are assisted by able and experi-

enced architects.
Pull
plans, details, and specifications for the various buildings illustrated in this paper

It will be seen that the starch wust be the principal
body decomposed, the next being the cellulose.

Tappeiner (Zeitschrift fur Béologie, 4. 105) has shown
that certain ferments decompose cellulose with the
formation of fatty acids and evolution of carbon dioxide, hydrogen, and methane, the organisms requiring
some nitrogenous watter for their nutriment.
The

brau ferment appears to decompose the starch
and part
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